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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN

Embracing change is
key to future success
T

he October 2017 national AGM and event at The George
Hotel, Lichﬁeld was a great success. It was good to
network with a wide selection of members and colleagues
at different stages in their careers. The formalities of the AGM
were dealt with quickly so we could enjoy and appreciate
presentations by Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas and John Heap
on the topic of ‘Workplace productivity: A modern perspective’.
A full report on the AGM can be found on page 5. You will be
pleased to hear that the Institute’s Council is now up to full
strength, following completion of the election process which
started earlier in the year and ended with the announcement of
the results during the AGM. We welcome two new faces to the
Council, John Davies and John Lucey. Andrew Muir and Malcolm
Towle were re-elected. Richard Taylor has kindly agreed to take
up the casual vacancy which became available at the beginning

of 2017. We are all looking forward to working with each other
over the next few years and taking the Institute forward.
I regularly ﬁnd myself trying to understanding workplace
productivity, with a desire to ﬁnd ways to embed improvements
more quickly. People (you and me) are messy in the sense that
we are all different, not in the physical sense such as having an
untidy desk. This is demonstrated as we all have individual likes,
dislikes, preferences, tolerances and indulgences – a very messy
combination of quirks and eccentricities that combine to make
productive work a highly individual matter. This individuality
is at the heart of why organisations struggle to ﬁnd success for
improving productivity. This is particularly the case for jobs that
consist primarily of interactions with colleagues, customers, and
suppliers, and that involve complex decision-making based on
judgment and knowledge.
It is possible that over 50% of all interactions are constrained
by one of four barriers. They are physical and technical, social
(or cultural) and temporal or contextual. Not helping matters,
many organisation leaders have only a vague understanding
of what it takes to improve productivity, especially for
knowledge workers, who constitute around 60% of the
workforce. Equally, performance statistics can be difﬁcult to
calculate for knowledge work, making it challenging to drive
improvement efforts that often lack a clear owner and buy-in
from the workforce. Unsurprisingly, many organisations settle
for scattershot investments in productivity improvement and
the results are equally haphazard. Research suggests only 30%
of employees consider their workplace as being conﬁgured to
optimise productivity, and just 20% state that changes at their
organisation are tracked and measured.
UK productivity has reduced by 17% since 2007/8, so it is vital
that leading organisations, both public and private, respond to
the changing nature of work to stay relevant and competitive.
Change is vital for maintaining all of our futures and I often
think of this quotation to help me deal with it: “If you don't like
something, change it; if you can't change it, change the way you
think about it.” Mary Engelbreit.
Julian Cutler
Chairman

It is vital that leading
organisations, both public and
private, respond to the changing
nature of work to stay relevant
and competitive.
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Workplace productivity:
A modern perspective
IMS members gathered once again at the George Hotel in Lichﬁeld for this
year’s Annual General Meeting, to discuss the year gone, the road ahead
and to hear from some expert speakers on the challenges and opportunities
around productivity.

J

ulian Cutler, Chairman of IMS, kicked off proceedings by
welcoming guests and reported optimism for the organisation
from a ﬁnancial point of view, owed to an increase in the
number of people undertaking training.
Julian oversaw the formalities of the AGM, including a vote to
conﬁrm a bylaw setting annual membership rates at £175, with life
membership set at £335, carried by attendees.
The results of the recent council elections were also announced,
with John Lucey, Malcolm Towle, John Davies and Andrew Muir, all
being welcomed to the Council, bringing it back to its full quota.
Following an opportunity to discuss the future of the
organisation and to ask questions, assembled guests were then
treated to two guest speakers who shared their insights into what
productivity means in the modern world.
First up was John Heap, Hon FMS, and member of Council, who
provided an insightful and invigorating roadmap for productivity
engineering training over the next ﬁve, ten and 15 years.
Following John was Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas, Hon FMS.
Colin discussed the challenges facing management services and
how to preserve its future.
“An acid test for our profession is how and to what extent
we can encourage creativity, enable innovation and support
entrepreneurship,” he said.
“Becoming more effective and productive at undertaking current
activities will not necessarily give us the degree of change we
need to cope with many of the challenges we face in areas such as
climate change and sustainability.
“We need to transform or replace many practices, operations
and organisations, rather than reform or improve them. We need
to explore and pioneer. We need to discover or create better
models rather than just tinker with existing ones. We need to
inspire such searches.
“We need to turn our investigations into causes that will engage
and motivate a younger generation.
“Key skills for our management services community will be how
to foster the openness, diversity and curiosity that may be required
to create and deliver new options and choices.”
At the close of proceedings, Julian welcomed both Colin and
John to the stage to pick up awards for their contribution to both
the organisation and the ﬁeld of productivity.
John (pictured far right) picked up an Outstanding Contribution
Award for his years of service on council, whilst Colin (right) was
awarded an Honorary Fellowship.
A lunch and opportunity to carry on discussions brought to an
end yet another action-packed AGM.
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MIDLANDS REGION

IMS Journal moving to
electronic format
The Institute’s Council of Management has taken the decision
to cease mailing a printed quarterly Management Services
Journal to Institute members.
This decision follows extensive consultation with members
over the past six months, which indicated that 96% of those
taking part in the consultation process favoured a move to an
electronic IMS Journal.
The ﬁnal IMS printed Journal will be mailed to members in
June 2018, with subsequent quarterly Journals available on
the Institute’s website for members to either view online or
download in PDF format.
For those members who wish to continue being supplied
with a quarterly printed Journal, this facility is still available
to them upon payment of an annual subscription of £25 to
cover the cost of the four printed Journals and UK postage.
If you are interested in subscribing to obtain a printed
Journal from September 2018, then please contact the
Institute’s ofﬁce at email: admin@ims-productivity.com and
register your interest.

Visit to the World
of Wedgwood
On Saturday 16 September a party from the West Midlands
Region visited the World of Wedgwood situated on
the outskirts of Stoke on Trent, for a guided tour of the
Wedgwood factory and a visit to the Wedgwood Museum.
The Wedgwood site has been completely redeveloped, old
buildings demolished and a new purpose built visitor centre
created which provides World class facilities – with displays of
all current Wedgwood products.
The Wedgwood factory specialises in producing high quality
expensive porcelain products, and the factory tour included an
oversight of production from the receipt of the raw clay mix
to the hand ﬁnished painted products. Standardised porcelain
items such as cups, saucers, plates, teapots are produced and
held in a semi complete state and then painted and ﬁnished
in batches to meet the sales demand for the different designs
produced by the company.
A question was asked about the impact of Brexit on the
export of Wedgwood products. It was pointed out that
Wedgwood faced stiff competition in Europe from German
and Italian porcelain manufacturers, and Wedgwood’s export
markets are mainly in the Middle East, Far East and North
America, with Harrods in London a major retail outlet.
The company’s very high end value products account for
about 5% of production and are painted in 24 carat gold
which involve multiple kiln ﬁrings, and which is why the retail
value of a single 10 inch plate is £1000.
The World of Wedgwood can be recommended for a very
interesting and worthwhile visit.
John Hopkinson, Chair West Midlands Region

Members’ contact details
Do we have the correct contact details for you?
It would assist if members updated the Institute’s ofﬁce
with any recent changes to their contact details, be they
postal addresses, phone numbers or email addresses.
Up-to-date email contact details will be essential when the
Journal goes online in September 2018.
Email: admin@ims-productivity.com or telephone: 01543
266909. Ofﬁce Hours are Monday to Thursday 9am—4.30pm

IMS Certiﬁcate Awards 2017
Congratulations to all the students who have been awarded
the IMS Certiﬁcate in 2017 - well done everyone!
Tracy Scott

AMS

Daniel Eales

AMS

Daniel Thornton

AMS

Richard French

AMS

Lee Langton

AMS

Matthew Ward

AMS

Stephen French

AMS

Anthony Bickerdike

AMS

Tom Shaw

Mark Crossley
Ruth Wilkinson

AMS

Rafal Burkot

Kallum Welch

AMS

Alicja Majewska

Mark McCubbin

AMS

Benjamin Jenkinson

AMS

Alexander Smith

AMS

Suleman Chothia

AMS

Raphael Mukucha

AMS

George Addicott
Thabo Reakae

AMS

Noma Chivasa

Sharon Winning

AMS

Tom Rathbone

AMS

Carl Grifﬁn

AMS

Irene Stirling

AMS

Joshua Batham

AMS
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Lack of affordable
housing is impacting
EU productivity

L

The critical
role of
effective leaders

ocal authorities play a central role in delivering social
inclusion and welfare measures, as frontline providers of
public services, such as housing support. However, the global
ﬁnancial crisis exposed the existing inefﬁciencies of housing
markets, namely an under-supply of social and affordable housing
across the EU. This is one of the areas for which the European
Pillar of Social Rights tries to set out basic standards.
A lack of affordable housing poses a problem in Europe's
large cities, where most residents argue that decent, affordable
housing is a scarce resource.
Construction costs are also rising – EUROSTAT (the statistical
ofﬁce of the EU) estimates that this increased by 24% between
2005 and 2016, at a time when city budgets are being squeezed.
Meanwhile, public spending on housing, already relatively low
across the EU at the beginning of the ﬁnancial crisis (around 1%
of GDP in 2009), had decreased to 0.6% by 2015.
Europe is facing a housing crisis. The 2016 Eurofound survey
estimated the economic costs of inadequate housing in Europe,
from direct costs such as healthcare and indirect costs such as
lost productivity, to be around €194 billion per year.

R

ecent research by Willis Towers Watson for its recent
Global Findings report for the 2016 Global Talent
Management and Rewards and Global Workforce
Studies, highlights employees’ attitudes towards senior
leaders and managers.
Employees give their senior leaders low marks. Roughly
half or fewer say that senior leaders at their organisation
are doing a good or very good job of growing the business
(52%), managing costs (47%) or developing future leaders
(39%). Among the next generation of leaders, just 46% say
that senior managers are doing a good or very good job of
developing future leaders.
Less than half of employees report that the senior
leadership in their organisation has a sincere interest in
employee well-being (44%) or that they have trust and
conﬁdence in the job being done by the senior leadership
(48%). Only half report that they believe the information
they receive from senior leadership. The research concluded
that many employees are not ready to follow their current
leaders and do not have great conﬁdence in the next
generation of leaders.
It is essential for organisations to address shortfalls in key
aspects of leadership in order to craft a meaningful and
relevant employee experience, that makes the employee feel
wanted and ensures they enjoy the experience of working
for the organisation.

The full research report can be seen at:
https://www.willistowerswatson.com/en/insights/2016/09/
employers-look-to-modernize-the-employee-value-proposition

Eastern Europe’s
wage boom

S

urging salaries from Prague to Budapest may not pose
the threat to Eastern Europe's cheap labour model that
some economists predict. The main cause for optimism is
productivity. Wage increases in the Eastern European countries
are currently outstripping efﬁciency gains.
Average labour costs in the European Union’s 10 eastern
members were about a quarter of Germany’s at the end of 2016.
Productivity, on the other hand, was two-thirds that of Europe’s
biggest economy, according to Bloomberg calculations based on
Eurostat data.
While the salary boom may indeed challenge Eastern Europe’s
cheap-labour model, foreign investors still see value for money.
JPMorgan Chase & Co will hire ‘several thousand’ people in
Poland for ‘well paid jobs’ such as risk management.

8
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More than a quarter of
workers ‘too busy’ to
drink coffee at work

A

survey of European workers has revealed that workplace coffee drinking habits are
shaped by time, taste, and the desire for a productivity boost.
The survey, commissioned by the Institute for Scientiﬁc Information on Coffee
(ISIC) and conducted by YouGov, had more than 8000 respondents from six European
countries, including the UK. Workers were asked about their coffee consumption during the
working day, to understand when and why they chose to drink coffee, and whether they
felt it was linked to productivity.
Across all countries, 68% of respondents said they always or often drink coffee during the
working day. The top reasons for drinking coffee during work were: liking the taste (56%);
to have time to pause and rest while drinking or preparing coffee (40%); and to feel more
alert or less tired (both 29%).
Across every country ISIC surveyed, on average, that coffee was the drink most closely
associated with productivity, with 43% saying it improved their productivity over other
caffeinated and non-caffeinated options. Overall, 63% of respondents selected short breaks
as being most likely to improve their work productivity.
ISIC’s survey results include some potentially interesting implications. OECD data has
shown that longer hours are not correlated with improved productivity, hence the number
of survey respondents (29%) who claim they have no time for a break or a coffee may
actually be less productive than their peers.

Wasted space in European Ofﬁces

R

esearch published to mark the 2017 World Green Building
Week suggests that businesses in Europe could realise
savings of up to $243 billion in reduced rental costs alone,
if their ofﬁce buildings were refurbished to the most efﬁcient
standards.
The analysis from Philips Lighting, claims the impact that could
be made on rents across the world’s ofﬁces if business owners
replicated the efﬁcient usage of space achieved in a leading
green building.
The research suggests that in addition to reducing their
carbon footprint, ofﬁce tenants could see vast ﬁnancial savings
if their buildings were renovated in a way that uses space more
effectively. The report calls for a doubling of the renovation rate
of ofﬁces in developed countries to reach 3% per year, which
it says, will be a key factor in reducing emissions and offsetting
increased global demand for energy.
One of the leading examples of this is how Deloitte
accomplished a 50% reduction in the space required per
employee in The Edge building in Amsterdam compared to its
previous premises The Chrystal Tower, through effective use of
smart technology.
However the data argues, the potential rent reduction from

optimising ofﬁces is just a small proportion of the total ﬁnancial
beneﬁt to businesses, which also include lower utility bills and
signiﬁcant gains in the productivity of employees.
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2018 International
Business Festival

9

Centre for Cognitive
Leadership promoting
productivity training in
Zimbabwe!

L

iverpool is once again to host the International
Business Festival in 2018 from 12-28 June. The
festival is the world’s biggest business event and
when last held in 2016 attracted over 30,000 delegates.
The festival will consist of 50 major events with nine
high-growth themes and involve 200 world-class speakers.
Past conferences held in Liverpool have been highly
successful generating £600 million of new business.
The 2018 festival will be the third consecutive time it has
been held in Liverpool. Part of the attraction for Liverpool
hosting the festival is the image Liverpool has gained as a
tourist attraction, its music and friendly people.
Full details of the 2018 International Business Festival can be
found at: http://www.internationalbusinessfestival.com

Better and innovative
technology is the key to a
more productive workforce

W

hile the majority of ofﬁce workers believe that
better technology would improve productivity,
research by Sharp UK reveals that a surprising lack
of tech skills – especially among under 35s – could be the real
reason behind the UK’s productivity woes.
The survey of over 6000 ofﬁce workers from across Europe
found that the average UK ofﬁce worker wastes at least 21 days
each year due to slow or inefﬁcient technology – the equivalent
of 168 hours or four weeks of dead time each year.
This is exacerbated by poor tech skills: 38% of British ofﬁce
workers say they actively avoid using technology at work
because it’s too complicated and 28% say their time is wasted
by colleagues who don’t know how to use commonplace ofﬁce
technology such as printers.
Those aged 16-34 seem to struggle the most, with 45%
admitting that they don’t know how to use all of the technology
they are expected to use as part of their job, compared with
27% of those aged 55 and over.
A free guide is available at http://bit.ly/2iZ2UWf

A

signiﬁcant number of private and public organisations
in Zimbabwe now regard performance and productivity
management as a strategic issue, as a result of the pressure
for competitiveness on the global market. The national narrative
has been for organisations to reorient themselves to increase
productivity, performance and competitiveness. The delegates at the
IPMZ 2017 Summit (Institute of People Management) in Victoria Falls
were advised that the Government of Zimbabwe was setting up a
National Productivity Institute to drive productivity and performance
in Zimbabwe. That is how serious the issue has been in government.
In light of the drive by government, there is a growing demand for
investment in building capacity of management services specialists,
work study ofﬁcers, organisation and methods ofﬁcers, productivity
analysts, and process improvement consultants. Historically, the
Government of Zimbabwe, through the Public Service Commission,
developed a pool of management analysts through the Institute
of Management Services (UK) to service government departments
and state-owned-enterprises. The Centre for Cognitive Leadership
(CCL) based in Harare Zimbabwe is an accredited provider of
Management Analyst training from the Institute of Management
Services (IMS). The ﬁrm recently trained and certiﬁed staff from the
Public Services Commission, National Railways of Zimbabwe and
TelOne. Both TelOne and National Railways of Zimbabwe are state
owned companies that appreciate the importance of work study
and organisation methods (see picture for TelOne delegates who
attended the CCL – Management Services Certiﬁcate programme).
TelOne is a state enterprise that arose from the unbundling of the
former Postal and Telecommunications Corporation (PTC) in 1990s.
The unbundling resulted in the formation of TelOne (ﬁxed telephony
services), NetOne (mobile communications) and Zimpost (postal and
mailing services).
The Centre for Cognitive Leadership also offers corporate strategy
consultancy, talent management, management and senior executive
training and business research. Contact them on ccl@cclint.net.
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BOOK REVIEW

Title: How to Find a Black Cat in a Dark Room
Author: Jacob Burak
Publisher: Watkins (2017)
ISBN: 978 1 78678 085 0
Pages: 221
Jacob Burak is a venture capitalist turned author and also a
social activist. In his book he uses the metaphor of trying to
ﬁnd a black cat in a dark room to express how hard it can be
for us to see clearly what would make us whole and happy,
both as individuals and as a society.
The book takes the reader on a journey using the techniques
of behavioural science and social awareness, towards the
realisation that we are not as smart or as rational as we think
we are. The book will enable the reader to understand their
own ﬂawed human nature and in so doing will enable them to
achieve their goals in life and business.
The book is divided into four sections with each section
containing several articles; in total there are details of 50
studies or stories in the book. The structure of the book makes
it an easy read, as the stories that the author uses to illustrate
his points are all bite size informative reads.
Readers of the book will gain many insights into themselves;
they will realise that their everyday actions will shape the
memories that they will want to cherish into the future. They
will recognise the limitations of their own intellect and their
susceptibility to bias. In gaining the knowledge of how similar
we are to other human beings, this realisation should assist the
reader in being both a better person and a more efﬁcient and
productive manager.
This book is a recommended read for anyone interested in
psychology, decision making and gaining an insight into their
own minds and lives. The reader will enjoy an entertaining
journey exploring human nature.

Title: How to be Really Productive
Author: Grace Marshall
Publisher: Pearson (2015)
ISBN: 978 1 292 08383 4
Pages: 263
Grace Marshall is head coach and chief encourager at Grace-Marshall.
com, author of 21 Ways to Manage the Stuff That Sucks up Your Time
and a productivity ninja with Think Productive, one of the world’s
leading productivity training companies. Her book How to be Really
Productive was a category winner in the 2017 Management Book of
the Year Award by the Chartered Management Institute (CMI) and
the British Library.
The author in this book sets out to change the way you think
about productivity. Her concept of productivity is one where true
productivity in a world where work never ends, is not just about
working harder, faster or longer, but rather it’s about working
smarter and doing your best and most productive work.
The book is not just about using established work measurement
techniques. The author sets out to give the reader practical
guidance and the key skills that will give them the freedom, space
and mindset to be better organised and focused on managing their
workload, in order to achieve success in the tasks they undertake.
The author dispenses with the idea that productivity is mainly
about organising time. This is a book about changing the way
you think about your life, to understand your own priorities,
motivations and boundaries. It sets out to explore what it means
to be a busy person who also needs to be productive. The book
contains many real-life stories and examples of how to put her
ideas into practice in very day life.
This is not just a book about getting things done in an efﬁcient
and productive way, it’s also about how you can live your life
the best way. It’s about living your life so that you ﬁnd joy and
happiness in successfully completing the tasks in your life.
This book is an excellent read full of interesting ideas and
thought provoking concepts.
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Brexit and
uncertain
times

Rethinking the role of the UK economy and its global brands,
by Barry Ardley, David Floyd and Mizan Rahman, Lincoln
International Business School, University of Lincoln, UK.
Brexit has impacts on the health of the economy of
UK and its products from marketing perspective.

T

he recent uncertainties of Brexit have been most
manifested in the falling levels of the exchange rate.
The pound fell 6% in two minutes according to The
Independent on 7 October 2016. Uncertainties can result in
Flash Crash as well as a falling exchange rate. So far, however,
Brexit fears have not led to negative growth rates and there
may be opportunities from lower export prices and the
ﬂexibility to undertake new trade deals. This article sets out
to examine how realistic this may be in an economy that has
had much success in reinvigorating its brands of late. It draws
on macroeconomic theory related to exchange rates and data.
Additionally, a marketing perspective, utilising country of origin
and brand equity theory, is adopted in order to examine to
what extent Brexit might impact on the health of UK products.
Relevantly, an increased focus from government on supporting
key brands for exporting may also have an impact on the
concept of creating more shared values. However, evidence
would suggest that much needs to be done to maintain a
competitive edge in the global market place.

The current economic climate
Recent concerns over the pound have been debated and the

value against the dollar fell by around 20% between May
and October 2016. Indeed, this may represent an opportunity
for exporters. Low prices could lead to a greater demand in
the short term as well as favourable levels of employment
(Krugman, 2008). Local ﬁrms also gain an advantage over
foreign ﬁrms in the home market. More tourism may take place
in the UK due to the lower value and there has been a boost to
stock market prices as overseas ﬁrms see more possible bargains
in terms of share prices and real estate. There may also be a
chance to rebalance the economy more towards manufacturing,
as well as the potential for exploring new trade deals as our
trade with countries outside the EU accounts for more than
50% of the total trade. However, this will depend on many
factors.
Firstly, we need to have the right goods for export that are
in demand. In this regard, Thirwall (1982) has showed this
was not the case a few decades ago though a more ﬂexible
and skilled labour market have helped much improve the UK
economy today. The Olympic Games’ success and the rise of Cool
Britannia help to illustrate this effect. However there is much to
be done to maintain this position due to the rise of competition
in both goods and services from Asia. Indeed, labour
shortages are apparent. Despite rising levels of immigration,
unemployment has remained low which illustrates the risk
of skills gaps post Brexit. Tung (2016) shows the importance

12
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of developing employees with a bi-cultural identity. This will
become more important as competitors such as China move up
the value chain and compete on innovation rather than low
cost. This represents a move away from made-in-China towards
created-in-China.

The positive and negative aspects of a falling
currency
The beneﬁts of the falling value of the currency in terms of
cheaper export prices may be short-lived, as higher import prices
may lead to inﬂation when stocks used for making goods and
services need to be replenished. Some current predictions from
the Bank of England suggest inﬂation could be as high as 3% in
the next year. This may impact negatively for savers as interest
rates remain low. If rates were to rise, this would mean higher
borrowing costs for ﬁrms which may lead to possible job losses.
They may not be willing to spend as much as before, due to
their declining levels of income from savings. This may then lead
to higher wage demands and costs, making us less competitive
in the longer term. There has also been recent concern about
the difﬁculty in meeting future rises in minimum wages due
to higher import costs for ﬁrms arising from higher oil prices,
according to the Financial Times on 12 October 2016. Also,
businesses may be reluctant to invest due to these ﬂuctuations
in costs arising from an unstable currency, according to Krugman
(2008). Recent data from March to October 2016 has shown
there are little improvements in the balance of payments so far
despite the falling pound. In addition, there has been a fall in
investment in 2016, despite the March 2016 Budget predicting
much higher levels of investment.
The lack of major improvement in the balance of payments
could also be due to the fact that ﬁrms are happy to take short
term higher proﬁt margins on goods rather than expanding
production. Recent low levels of unemployment suggest that
there are only limited possible improvements to be made from
a short term boost to job prospects. Indeed, the J Curve predicts
that the balance of trade may suffer as the country needs to

ﬁrstly import more raw materials, to take the opportunity
of a more competitive export price arising from a falling
pound. Dearden (2006) shows that interest rates and inﬂation
rates tend to be higher with a ﬂoating currency according to
Optimum Currency Area theory and this could also lead to less
trade with local countries due to the uncertainty created from
the lack of ability to predict exchange rates. There may also be
further problems of skill shortages as the falling currency makes
it less attractive for overseas workers.
The drop in GDP per head and our average wealth falls in
dollar terms for the UK as a whole, makes taking holidays and
buying foreign imports seem much more expensive and may
damage possible conﬁdence and consumption. Forecasts for
growth in the UK have been on a downward trend though a
recession has been ruled out so far. The boost from a lower
pound may help to encourage growth in the short term.
Allowing the currency to ﬂoat has also led to a fast adjustment
of the economy caused by the uncertainties over Brexit. In
addition, the government can use ﬁscal and monetary policy
more effectively, as there is no need to keep a ﬁxed parity as
in the case of the members of the euro currency. Reducing
the deﬁcit at a slower speed has helped maintain higher
levels of employment. In both Spain and France, rates of
unemployment have remained higher than the UK, partly due
to a more stringent ﬁscal policy adopted by the European
Central Bank for member countries. Providing there is only a
modest fall in the currency value, there are possible short term
beneﬁts. The Pound has fallen 20-30% on previous occasions
where devaluation has taken place. If the currency fell much
further, there would be a greater risk of retaliation from other
competitor countries and there has been a need for capital
controls, restrictions on taking money in and out of the country
in extreme cases, as well as intervention in currency markets
such as the purchase of gold and other safe haven currencies.
The UK has a ﬂexible labour market at present which
should lead to modest falls in the currency value. The UK has
brand strengths in pharmaceuticals, automobiles, aircraft
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Associated with Brexit are
the considerations of brand
perceptions as a result of the
country of origin effect.

manufacture, ﬁnance, and food production. There are also
foreign owned UK brands that are having a great deal
of success, according to Ardley and Floyd (2011). The UK
maintained its position as the best in Europe for attracting
foreign direct investment, according to the World Investment
Report (2016). This history of openness to trade needs to be
maintained.
Other important aspects of Brexit are not always reﬂected
in the value of the currency. For example, there are tariff
implications of the recent vote. Foreign investment may be
stalled as the UK may lose its common external tariff status. This
problem could become worse as more products these days are
made from components sourced from all over the world. This
means Zero tariffs for member states may no longer be possible
in the UK case. Tariffs may have to follow the tariff policy
set out within the World Trade Organisation framework. It is
unclear at present whether this will occur as tariffs should not
be increased. However, this all needs to be negotiated in the
Brexit process and is creating some uncertainty for ﬁrms. This
may lead the UK to lose a location advantage (Dunning, 1993)
and could result in falling foreign investment. The government
also may wish to reassure investors there is full commitment to
key industries in the long term and provide support in another
form to offset potential tariff losses. The recent case of Nissan
UK to produce new models in the UK (see Sunday Times 30
October 2016) illustrates this concern and could lead to further
action being taken from other ﬁrms.
There are indeed some other consequences that need to
be taken on board for ﬁrms post Brexit. There are potential
problems for other key areas of UK strength. The banking
sector is at risk of losing market share if the lack of free
mobility of labour leads to foreign banks wishing to relocate
to a more central position in Europe. There has also been much
concern over the passporting rights and whether exceptions can
be made in terms of labour mobility in some sectors. This will
depend on the later negotiations, but is again causing concern
for many in the sector. This shows clearly how we need to
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The UK has a ﬂexible
labour market at present
which should lead to
modest falls in the
currency value.
consider more complex situations that now arise when trading
in the service sector as well. For example, the education sector
is facing uncertainty and there is a need to clarify whether
research funding will be available post Brexit from the EU
or other sources. Also the farming community needs to be
certain what will be in place post Brexit in terms of a support
mechanism. We now turn to a speciﬁc consideration of the
status of UK brands and the impending Brexit decision.

The status of the UK and its brands: Habitus and the
potential for country of origin dilution
The UK has a number of iconic brands which are presented in
one way or another, for sale in European markets. These include
for example, Paul Smith, Rimmel, or the BBC. With regard to the
broad debate as noted above in economic terms, the reduced
value of sterling makes the import of raw materials more costly
yet conversely, in other cases, reduces the price of ﬁnished items
to European customers. Give or take some movement either
way, the current situation is that customers abroad who are
buying in Euros, will be purchasing British brands for something
in the region of 10-15% less. This is a result of very favourable
exchange rates. One implication is that sales will increase,
an obviously welcome factor for most UK-based brands. It is
good in the short term, but brands must always be aware of
their longer term strategic direction. Whilst as a promotional
tactic, a generous discount is a way of stimulating short-term
demand on for example, a Kath Kidston handbag, this will likely
not sustain the brand in the longer term from the customer’s
perspective. One issue here is that if a brand is associated with
continued discounting, then it can be one of a range of factors
impacting unfavourably on perceptions of quality (Ahmed and
d’Astou, 1995). What is probably more signiﬁcant in the longer
term relates to the issue of judgements being made about the
brand by consumers, based on associations with the country
image. What should not be overlooked in the Brexit debate
then, is the lesser obvious issue contained within it that relates
to the country of origin (COO) effect. This foregrounds the
question of this part of the paper, which asks how Brexit might
impact on British brands in Europe, at the perceptual level,
and the consequences of that. Images of a country and the
subsequent country of origin effects (COO) on a brand can be
signiﬁcant, in terms of consumer-based brand equity valuations
(Yasin et al, 2007). Whist it is only possible to make conjectures
currently, as the UK has still to exit the EU, one issue is
apparent. Whatever the varied effects might be, they will likely
be more extreme for brands which have Britishness powerfully
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encoded in their associations. In addition to the ones mentioned
already, there could be marked implications for other major
brands, like Topshop, Hunter and Burberry – all major clothing
marketers.
The two key marketing concepts that are mentioned above
and are of importance here to the debate, are brand equity
and the COO effect. A company invests in branding to help
customers make purchasing decisions by providing cues on
quality, credibility and value about a product or service (Keller,
1993). The place where it is made, the country of origin, is a
factor that in varying degrees, inﬂuences consumer perception
towards that brand. Importantly, brand associations that can
be linked to country of origin image are regarded as an asset
when images are positive and a liability when images are
negative (Futurebrand, 2014). Policy makers, marketers and the
wider population, whatever their political inclinations, ignore
this at some peril. In terms of background, Schooler (1965) and
Reierson (1966) are often credited with being the initiators of
the work on country of origin effects. Their prime purpose was
to determine whether or not a relationship exists between COO
and brand and product image. An important factor impacting
on the demand for products originating from other than the
home country, is the point that COO perception is likely to
be affected by consumer interpretations of the political and
cultural belief systems of the products and brands’ origin, in
comparison to their own country (Han, 1990).
One useful way to indicate the importance of country of
origin image is to see it as an expression of the equity a brand
holds (Yasin et al, 2007), in terms of the perceptions of end
users or anyone, ie another stakeholder, who comes into contact
with the brand. Aaker (1991), who is recognised as a leading
exponent of brand management, suggests brand equity is
composed of four key components. These consist of consumer
awareness, consumer associations, perceived quality and loyalty,
which results in a willingness to pay a price differential. The
linking of a brand to the associations of a country, either done
intentionally or otherwise, is always problematic. The brand has
no control over an entire nation, and little room to manoeuvre
strategically, if something is done that enrages or alarms the
wider world. An obvious risk is boycott, when for example,
the country engages in military action or becomes damaged
by political scandal. British and US brands were vulnerable
during the Iraq war and Denmark saw its brands spurned in
Muslim countries as a response to the cartoons depicting the
prophet in its leading national newspaper (Fox News, 2006).
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In a different situation, whilst in terms of image association it
is unsatisfactory aligning a brand image to a celebrity when
they can act irrationally, but, here at least, there is usually a
contract and some form of get-out clause (Bowery, 2007). With
country image, however, the issue is more convoluted. In terms
of Europe and the European Union, pertinent questions can be
raised as to what type of image associations about the UK are
there and will be generated, which could potentially impact
on brand equity. If Britain is to be viewed by Europe as insular,
non-progressive, seen as failing to meet its obligations to
partners, then it is possible these views will be transposed onto
UK brands with negative results for brand equity valuation,
income and the country’s economy.

Other possibilities
It is also possible there may be a push from government to
encourage British exporters and British brands to focus on the
global economy at large, with a drive to increasing exports
in the emerging market. Politicians may also see Brexit as an
opportunity to provide more government support and job
opportunities at home and feel less obliged to conform to the
European Single Market where government intervention is less
encouraged. This may be seen as a way of protecting home
markets and supporting workers who have felt threatened from
the globalisation process, and a way to provide more inclusion
in society and promote more shared values in society. There
may be risks associated with this in terms of protectionism and
retaliation from the EU which could lead to all consumers losing
out from higher prices and less European trade as a direct result.
With research indicating that the image of the country is
generated largely from political beliefs, consumer experiences,
emotions, and knowledge about the country (Chattalas et al,
2008), the events of the last few months suggest European
views will evolve and solidify based on these dimensions.
A strong political belief about the need for European
integration and cooperation held in the community and its
member countries, could work against the UK and its brands,
concomitant with an increasing knowledge base that shows
the UK is different, committed to an agenda that is based
on a general antipathy to particular aspects of foreignness.
Brands from the UK could well be viewed in the future as
antagonistic icons, projecting aims counter to those of the
European Union. Brands themselves may have little control
over this. In this way, UK brands would acquire quite negative
associations. In this context, what might exacerbate the
problem is the issue of emotions and their link to branding and
the COO effect. Rosenbaum–Elliott et al (2015), point out that
emotions are often culturally and socially determined, rather
than being necessarily innate features of people. Emotions
undoubtedly impact on consumer perceptions of the brand.
Here, the notion of a refusal of other tastes (Bourdieu, 1984),
is relevant. This suggests negative opinions can emerge about
COO based on evidently perceived differences between the UK
and its European counterparts. These differences will become
emphasised because crucially, COO is routinely communicated
by ‘made in’ or ‘manufactured in’ labels, which are prominently
displayed on goods (Futurebrand, 2014). This will potentially
underscore any negative images of the UK in the European
consumer’s mind, thus impacting on the equity standing of the
brands from there (Chapa et al, 2006).

For Bourdieu (1984), the notion of habitus represents all
that which is tasteful and appropriate in a given society. This
is represented by the accepted ways of thinking and of acting,
covering things which become internalised; for example, how
to behave, from greeting people through to the conduct of
politics and accepting the dominant political culture. Habitus
is therefore social, but also represents an individual’s identity.
If European citizens and their states see another fellow
member change its status to a non-member, then collectively
and individually, this goes against the established habitus.
Potentially, this could result in a disgust of the UK, a refusal of
its tastes and what these stand for, a powerful argument Lawler
(2005) has used in relation to class identity. Over a signiﬁcant
number of years, Britishness and its brands have been viewed
as a uniquely desirable amalgam of creativity, and edginess,
facilitated by an underlying faithfulness and ﬁrmness. Take
Burberry for example, classic yet contemporary, but what it
now stands for could in the future, be viewed as something
different perhaps. So, a huge European market of consumers,
on reconsidering the derivation of UK brands, might see them
as perhaps gloomier, more trivial, exhibiting narrow minded
codes and cues which come over as marks of a hostile, defensive
and entrenched insularity. The impact could be even wider with
negative COO images impacting on the global market place.
Britishness generally, could well become a devalued currency.
At the perceptual level, in the market where the UK does 44%
of its international business, the UK’s proclivity for self-satire,
a strength of brand communication activity (Wilson, 2014), is
probably going to be in the future, a difﬁcult creative strategy
to implement. Other countries in the EU will, no doubt, provide
the satire. If the UK is to self-satirise, it will have to be based
on a new self conﬁdence that has yet to be established. So,
whilst not toxic, brand ‘Union Jack’ – complete with urgent
questions marks over the word Union – risks being diluted and
downgraded, moving from stability to something that seems
currently much less certain due to Brexit talks.

Conclusion
It has been shown that there are indeed many potential risks
for the future of the UK economy, including the stewardship of
its brands. In the short term, ﬁrms may have beneﬁted from a
potential boost in exports resulting from the falling pound and
what appear as discounted brands. In the longer term, there is
much more to consider, including the risks of higher inﬂation
and inﬂuence on competitiveness associated with higher import
prices, and the COO effect on brand perceptions. The risks of
uncertainty associated with potential higher tariffs need to be
clariﬁed. In addition, it needs to be made clear whether labour
mobility will still be possible particularly in key sectors. It is also
apparent that if there are potential losses for ﬁrms operating
in the UK, there may be a need for other measures to be
adopted from government to support our global competitive
position. More government intervention in promoting export
of UK brands may also help satisfy the concept of shared values,
though this approach is not without its risks as has been shown
earlier in the paper. Indeed, we may be all inﬂuenced by this in
terms of taxation and government spending policies that are
to be adopted in the not-too-distant future. And if our brands
fail in European and international markets then the results will
require some drastic action.
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Engaging with
the Commission
is a ﬁrst for New
Zealand retailing
and a really proud
moment for us all.

F

oodstuffs North Island is a proudly 100% New Zealand
owned and operated business. From its early days in
Auckland in 1922, Foodstuffs has grown to become New
Zealand's largest grocery distributor, and one of the country's
largest employers with 22,500 employees.
At Foodstuffs North Island Limited, Group Retail Operations
Development Manager, Graeme Sadd, has established a
new productivity department with the objective of leading
productivity growth across the retail organisation. As a highly
experienced productivity specialist, and moving to New
Zealand in 2015, Graeme quickly identiﬁed that in the retail
sector New Zealand underperforms on productivity.
To support transformation across Foodstuffs, he needed
formal independent productivity training to prepare a new
team for the task ahead, and, as a result, engaged Scott-Grant
Training in Manchester to discuss the initiative.
Already a qualiﬁed member of the Institute of Management
Services, Graeme was aware of the beneﬁts of formal work
measurement training, and, from his own previous experience
with a major international retailer, of the additional beneﬁts
of guided application offered by Scott-Grant. He has recently
strengthened Foodstuffs’ capability by recruiting another
IMS-trained and qualiﬁed specialist, Mark Thomas as Lead
Productivity Specialist. Together they worked with ScottGrant to enable a highly effective training course to be
delivered, after weeks of remotely planning across a 12 hour
geographical time difference.
Eight delegates signed up for IMS membership and
registered to study Modules 1 and 2 of the Certiﬁcate
programme: Productivity Foundation and Productivity Analyst
using Time Study. However, Graeme felt it would be far more
effective if the training modules were interspersed with the
Scott-Grant instructor, Richard Easton, guiding the delegates
through the practical application of the techniques and
approaches they were learning. Additionally, because as a
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country New Zealand is less familiar with the concepts of
productivity and time studies than other parts of the world,
time was taken by the instructor to explain the process to
anyone in the retail store environment involved in the studies,
so that they would appreciate and feel less fearful of the task.
This process resulted in fantastic interaction and co-operation
between the analysts and the retail store employees, and an
impressive co-operation and enthusiasm between all parties.
The delegates were all graduates and of different
nationalities including India, China, Mexico, Hungary and
Eire – a mix reﬂecting the uniquely diverse Kiwi culture; for
the majority, English was not their ﬁrst language. At the end
of the ﬁve week course, everyone without exception was
delighted with their newly acquired skills and knowledge, and
looked forward to starting their new career as a productivity
analyst.

In tune, in form, in front and ready to go
Proud of his team members’ commitment and outstanding
results, Graeme Sadd commented: “You are a credit to
yourselves and the co-operative spirit that is backing you all
the way. In tune, in form, in front and ready to go!”
Their manager, Mark Thomas was also delighted, not just
with the training and guided application, but to witness
during those intensive weeks a new team forming and
bonding. “It was fantastic to see a new team taking shape.
We can now go forward with a huge piece of work for
Foodstuffs, safe in the knowledge that the team is qualiﬁed
and capable.”

News travels fast
News travels fast in a small country and the New Zealand
Productivity Commission has approached Graeme to learn
more about Foodstuffs’ approach to delivering productivity
change in New Zealand supermarkets. The principal
purpose of the Commission is to provide advice to the New
Zealand government on improving productivity in a way
that is directed to supporting the overall wellbeing of New
Zealanders, having regard to a wide range of communities of
interest and population groups in New Zealand society.
“Engaging with the Commission is a ﬁrst for New Zealand
retailing and a really proud moment for us all” Graeme
added. “The partnership between FSNI and Scott-Grant shows
how courageous and humble a grocery retail business can be
in an organisation that will be 100 years old in 2022”.
He continued: “Leading retail productivity change within
a unique co-operative model is both a challenge and a real
privilege, reﬂecting the incredible Kiwi spirit of wanting
to improve every day and where each store is 100% locally
owned and operated. Working collaboratively with teams
outside of Foodstuffs including Scott-Grant to achieve this,
shows the incredible strength of a business that takes nothing
for granted.”
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Disrupt or die: New
models for business and
cultural transformation

This article, by Philip E Atkinson, highlights new thinking on change
management by replacing the old business models that typify many industries
and sectors in the economy, with ‘disruptive thinking’. It outlines the thinking
and challenges of ‘disruption’ and how far it will inﬂuence organisational
change by outlining OD (organisation development) strategies to bring that
change rapidly into reality. Leaders bringing about this radical change have to
reject the practise of the past as a lacklustre, incremental process, and replace
it with a disruptive radical approach. Think of outcomes at a higher level of
thinking to implement, innovate, implement and innovate, implement and
innovate time and time again to produce the culture of controlled, measured,
disruptive and rapid improvement.
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Disruption should be the norm

Change now: It really is the reality

Stop delivering the same old services to bored customers who
have to wait too long and often get lousy service. It’s true in
all sectors and in too many organisations. To deliver effectively
to customers, end user and consumers, we have to develop
performance levels based on the ‘new disruptive thinking’
rather than the lethargic old model of how organisations
operate pre disruptive thinking and the new economy. Wake
up. The command and control culture is dead. To operate and
meet the demands of the new economy we have to develop
standards at a stratospheric level of thinking, to have to move
beyond the standard lumbering business view of the ‘customer
gets what we can deliver to actually ‘delighting the customer’.
Seriously, when have you, been ecstatic about the service
you have received either as a customer of a commercial
organisation, or as an end user or citizen enjoying our public
services. Fact – most providers or suppliers of services design
their provision and processes around what they can deliver,
and the structures, processes and preferences that have been
around a long time, rather than what the customer really
wants. In most of our interventions, we ﬁnd the supplier is a
slave to their own processes and will only reluctantly redesign
these with the customer in mind.

New technologies and business models are demanding
organisations adapt and change at a much faster rate than
ever before. They cannot afford to continue at the old pace.
They have to energise, develop passion and they have to liven
up. Old business models and organisations are being disrupted
by innovative strategies focused entirely on the wants and
the needs of the customer, rather than the archaic and slow
practises of those who supply the services. There really is a
paradigm shift in thinking and delivery.
Unsurprisingly, processes are being demanded to be designed
around customers’ needs, rather than what the provider can
deliver or thinks the customer wants. You have to be aware of
this. Customer’s needs and their voices are increasingly more
resonant and ampliﬁed through various social platforms that
typify communication today. Organisations forget – bad news
travels ever faster than it did last year, and will ever do so. Now
customers raise their voice and everyone is listening. So, if you
are in the customer service business (and everyone is) you need
to be able to advance customer performance (in their eyes)
to new heights in order to accommodate the radical shifts in
perceptions in social and political thinking, economic realities,
demographic and technological changes.

Radical thinking not invented here

Businesses don’t sell products or services, they sell
solutions

Radical thinking and curiosity do not typify the average change
management programme. The typical programme is risk averse,
unadventurous and unambitious, with focus on dull training
courses that focus on the known and the easily changed,
rather than on achieving signiﬁcant and tangible radical real
redesign. To sum up, it has to be said that on average, the
thinking that has got organisations to where they are today
will not be sufﬁcient for them to operate successfully or even
survive tomorrow.

Customers, service users, consumers and citizens are going to
demand new solutions to new challenges. The competition
faced by the average organisation will become even more
intense than that experienced in the last two decades. To
remain competitive or ‘ﬁt for purpose’ you have to commit to
a process of continuous improvement and learning, and drive
this down deep within your culture.

Learning Matrix: Learning Modules for Change
Cultural Transformation
• Cultural best practice
• Continuous innovation
• The learning organisation
• Developing internal capability
Readiness for Change &
Overcoming Resistance
• Dealing with group conﬂict
• Turning resistance into
acceptance
• Managing difﬁcult groups
Organisational Redesign
• Structure follows strategy
• Principles of service design
• Self-managed groups
• Disruptive innovation
Implementing Change
• Core elements of effective change
• Managing low hanging fruit
• Cross functional projects
• High impact projects and Hoshin
planning
Tailored Learning Modules

Team Dynamics
• Effective teams
• Team dynamics and conﬂict
• Designing ideal project teams
• Team psychometrics
Culture Change
• Culture design
• Cultural diagnostics
• Measuring culture
• Case in culture change in the
public sector
Process Innovation
• Strategy to KPI
• Value stream analysis
• ‘As is and ‘to be’ gap analysis
• Process mapping across
boundaries
Managing Performance
• Taking ownership
• Using RASCI
• Managing poor performance
• Creating high ﬂyers

Staff Empowerment
• Engagement tools
• Managing the change curve
• Motivating early adaptors
Relentless Improvement
• Design of continuous
improvement
• Western Kaizen
• Design your process
• Manage results
Leadership
• Transformational leadership
• Self-assessment
• Creating a leadership culture
Trust & Engagement
• Trust metrics and analysis
• Stakeholder engagement
• Consumers analysis
• Developing an internal and
external culture of trust

Matrix Management
• Organisational redesign
• Re-engineering processes
• Developing a transition model
• Reward systems in a matrix
culture
Rapid Improvement Events
(RIE)
• RIE engagement
• Design 3 staged RIE events
• Using momentum to promote
RIEs
• RIE best practise
Facilitating Change
• Disruption and the change team
• Creating a team of facilitators
• Cascading change through the
hierarchy
Customer Focus Strategies
• Developing external and internal
customer focus strategies
• Moments of truth
• Using complaints as a gift
• Design and facilitate customer,
end user and citizen focus groups
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Organisations that transition
through from the old to the
‘new’ business model cannot
possibly achieve this without
adopting ‘disruptive thinking’.
Disruptive thinking
To successfully plan and arrive at your destination, senior
leadership teams (SLTs) will have to triangulate their way
through almost impossible change implementation in
extremely disruptive settings. The SLTs will have to move
away from theorising and talking about change in a micro
sense to focus instead on decisive implementation in a macro
way interacting with a hostile environment. No longer is the
management ideal to have a great theoretical model with
little or only partial implementation an acceptable standard
of performance. Banish poor performance, indecision and
wavering in change management thinking. Focus entirely on
understanding the cultural and behavioural dynamics of rapid
change implementation. Reject partial and formal change.
Consider now that organisational review is not enough to
equip you to deal with the hazards of tomorrow. Get away
from roles and responsibilities, and instead think of creating
a demanding and vibrant culture characterised by brave and
noble behaviours. Then, just do it.
It’s not good enough to focus on roles and responsibilities
and how people ﬁt within the chain of command. Command
and control as a business model has long been dead. Military
thinking is out, but is still sadly the favoured model in some
industries and sectors in the economy. The future is about
designing from the customer up. Disruptive, challenging
and innovative and co-produced ideas on service design
will determine how best to deliver. That requires complete
knowledge and involvement of customers or end users, and
their emotional, economic and practical needs.

Organisations designed to be ﬁt for purpose
Organisations will have to be designed rigorously around their
core purpose. The traditional bureaucratic model for change
will have to be ushered into a dark cold place to make way for
a much more organismic model based on learning and rapid
implementation and delivery of outcomes, not just ﬁnancial
savings. It also has to focus on developing relationships across
the organisation to deliver lean thinking in shorter and shorter
cycle times, whilst at the same time looking at core processes to
cut out waste, unnecessary cost and rework, and, at the same
time, add signiﬁcant value to the customer, consumer or end
user.

Take a good look in the mirror
Disruptive thinking should be equally spread throughout the
organisation but ﬂow from the top team. All disruption starts
by top decision-makers being uncomfortable, self-critical and
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looking at how to deliver more effectively. Ideally, and this is
not optional, an organisation needs to focus on becoming a
true learning organisation, that stimulates and engages with
staff to become curious while conﬁdent, diagnose and examine
the peculiarities and dysfunctions of the current culture. The
purpose is to co-design and develop processes and services
which refresh and rejuvenate poor current customer delivery.
Then think again about disrupting that model and replace it
with something ﬁt for purpose that excites and engages.

Authentic leadership
A leadership team will have to be robust and resilient to
commit to this process. Their success in promoting curiosity and
challenge will be seen in how others judge their authenticity as
a leadership team.

‘Differentiate or die’ becomes ‘disrupt or die’
In the past, highly successful organisations were not just
focused on target markets, but were strongly driven
by differentiating themselves from their competitors.
Differentiation is still critical, but the new survival mantra is
to radically increase its market share, customer acquisition
and retention, and grow, grow, grow. We amplify this because
‘change’ can no longer be seen as a slow moving, constant,
continuous, incremental evolution, but rather as a wild,
threatening, hostile force propelling you forward to enable
you to become super innovators and hot houses for change.

Global trends: How did we get here?
It is not what happens to you that is important – it is how you
respond to what happens to you. The world as we have created
it is a process of our thinking. It cannot be changed without
changing our thinking. Well, it has changed signiﬁcantly, and
not in a good way for many people.
NBC, CBS, the BBC and every news channel and paper tells us
that stability is not a function of the current Global economy.
We predict and expect major changes soon, and ﬂowing at
a greater pace than normal. This is the new normal. We will
never go back to a slow rate of change.
Consider technology. Many technological changes are having
a massive effect on how organisations deliver services. A huge
change in advancement in automation in manufacturing has
radically changed the face and structure of most industries,
from automotive to ﬁnancial services. Millions who were
trained in supporting manufacturing are now displaced, with a
predicted worldwide displacement of 300 million skilled people
looking for resettlement and stability.
Just for a moment consider the alternative automotive
power to petroleum. Tesla’s development in electric and
self-driving cars and commercial vehicles, will displace many
millions more workers. Third world economies dependent on
fossil fuels are at a severe disadvantage to those economies
that have perfected the application of renewable energy, with
costs falling by 75% since 2000.

Radical change in industries
The world has become very different in less than 20 years. The
Internet disrupted traditional business models and enabled
others to grow rapidly. In the aero industry, led by Sir Richard
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It’s not good enough to focus
on roles and responsibilities
and how people ﬁt within
the chain of command.
Command and control as
a business model has long
been dead.

Branson with his alternative Virgin business model, other
budget airlines such as EasyJet and Ryanair would never have
gotten such a strong hold in the marketplace. Virgin changed
the old views of customers and forced many of the prestigious
airlines to follow their budget airline examples to 100% online
booking.
Who would have thought that a company such as Amazon
would rise to such worldwide greatness and operate without a
single retail outlet? Ecommerce productivity gains in delivering
retail goods are expected to further reduce the number of
retail sector organisations by as much as 25-40%. What of our
high streets in the future?
McKinsey & Company state that by 2025, automation
technology innovations will assume control over tasks currently
performed by 250 million knowledge workers. Further, they
suggest, in a recent McKinsey Global Institute study, the
automation of traditional knowledge work will have a $5
trillion to $7 trillion impact on the white-collar sector.
Gartner predict that by 2018, 30% of our interactions
with technology will be through ‘conversations’ with smart
machines, and IDC claim that by 2018 half of all consumers
will interact with services based on cognitive computing on a
regular basis rather than traditional means.
Robotic automation is a set of technologies that use software
to manipulate applications software in the same way that a
human completes a process, which reduces people intervention
in mundane tasks and decision making.
Robotic automation can be used to improve agents’ handling
times in service centres to automating ‘end to end’ processes,
resulting in more agile working. Consequently, if less and less
people need to attend work physically this will have a huge
impact on the value of business property, factory, or ofﬁce
buildings when its original purpose is no longer required.
These are all challenges not discussed in this paper and can
only be overcome if senior leadership teams want to meet that
challenge as an opportunity.

Executive summary on business transformation
In the UK, the environment in which the private, public and
third sectors operate has never been so turbulent due to global
changes UK Government policies, technological and digital
shift. Change becomes tiring and cumulative. The effects
are more complex while uncertainty increases, resulting in
challenges to delivering services to commercial customers and
essential public services to citizens.
The reality is that more organisations have to achieve more
with less. The outcome is negative, with smaller budgets,
threats of cuts to frontline service provision, because of
automation and loss of human capital adding to an alarming
ability to underperform and under deliver, resulting in poorer
quality and even slower service.
The challenge is enormous – so how can organisations learn
to thrive again?
To rise to the challenge, the single most important
competency is for your organisation and your top leadership
team and executives to learn how to design, deliver,
implement, consistently sustain and manage the emotional
and logical aspects that change processes can offer your
organisation.

What are your challenges?
Scope the activity

Measure the work content

Consider how to apply

Improve productivity

If you need to reduce costs, increase
capacity or improve response, you can
achieve this by improved productivity.

Training courses
We offer a comprehensive range of courses to study
productivity improvement and work measurement

For help to address your challenges, why not call
in Scott-Grant. Our independent, cost-effective help
is valued in every sector.

•
•
•
•
•

Scott-Grant Limited

We also offer Performance Rating DVDs, study boards and
study watches. See our website for full details of open and
in-company training.

Manchester One
53 Portland Street
Manchester M1 3LD

Tel +44 (0)161 234 2121
productivity@scott-grant.co.uk
www.scott-grant.co.uk

IMS Certiﬁcate modules, including Time Study
Performance Rating clinics
The MOST® technique and re-certiﬁcation
Appreciation courses
Lean techniques

Project people, people on contract
• Industrial engineers
• Productivity analysts

• MOST® practitioners
• Lean specialists

People to give you work measurement, accurate time
standards, reliable information. People for projects
to structure MOST® data. People with knowledge and
expertise to improve productivity.
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Leadership and learning – not a scary process
It requires thinking on two levels – how can we lead
effectively? How can we assess the current business models
and processes and use disruption as a creative tool to shape
the future organisation? This is not a robotics revolution, but a
cultural and behavioural one.
This process can only be achieved if it has been designed
to improve the change leadership capabilities and skills of
professional managers to become embroiled and immersed
in leading the change processes. This ‘learning process and
opportunity’ has to focus both on strategic and operational
issues, and must be orientated towards a multi-disciplinary,
cross organisational landscape.
The process has to be user friendly, and not frighten the
heck out of people. It has been designed to appeal to CEOs,
their peers and direct reports in all sector organisations. We
believe this approach is valuable to those forward thinking
leadership teams who want to shape their future, rather than
be cowed by it. This approach has been designed to challenge
orthodox thinking, going beyond theoretical models and ideas
and focusing on scaling and implementing rapid improvement.
Currently, we provide several organisations with the capability
to run RIEs (rapid improvement events) that can include as
many as 200 people, which lead to signiﬁcant organisational
improvement.

‘Analysis paralysis’ vs ‘can do’ model
The learning process is designed to focus and deliver
on implementation and sustaining the momentum of
improvement, rather than over thinking and analysing. There
is a deliberate and sustained preoccupation (by us) to move
away from the ‘plan and analyse’ element of the change cycle
to ensure that we focus on plan, execute, review and continue
that process exponentially.
As you can imagine, for the participants in major RIEs the
process is unique, vibrant and liberating because they will
be surrounded and supported by likeminded individuals. The
process is a positive and active learning experience and this
‘learning process’ is the outcome of intensive research into
change management practises rather than abstract theory.
We call this a ‘process’ or framework because it is designed
to equip senior leaders with the most robust, rigorous and
relevant change management strategies available to them. This
is a process of continual learning that can build up over either
a short three month, or a 12 month learning process. It should
reﬂect action, decisiveness, learning and change.

Innovation rather than orthodoxy in Learning
We like to think this is unique in terms of design, delivery, and
process and in its curriculum. It is a ‘learning process’ rather
than a dull ‘programme’ of discrete and unrelated events
as reﬂected today by the majority of training modules and
workshops. We consider these programmes as being short
term focused, theoretical rather than practical, quick ﬁxes and
lacking in depth.
We see business transformation as a process of continuous
improvement and renewal rather than as a series of staccato,
uneven and irregular training events. The content of any
learning event will be determined by participants’ own

learning needs and the challenges that they face in their
organisation and integrated into their personal learning and
development. This is detailed in the diagram of modules and
processes displayed later in the ‘Learning Matrix: Learning
Modules for Change’ diagram. Remember, the emphasis is
on cultural and behavioural change, not applying a typical
training approach.

What does the learning process look like?
This ‘hands on’ senior executive process has been designed to
provide a clear analysis and understanding of the capabilities
to bring about change, and the change processes required to
deliver results – creating an innovative learning organisation. It
is best presented to the following people in positions of power
and inﬂuence. For instance, CEOs, ‘C’ level executives, top
team direct reports, senior and general managers in IT, ﬁnance
and sales, senior programme managers, internal consultants,
project managers, heads of HR, governance, compliance,
assurance and audit.
Typically, they will have worked cross functionally with other
specialists and pooled their experiences and talents. They will
have self-selected and undertaken a variety of learning modules
(see diagram: Learning Matrix: Learning Modules for Change)
They will have a working knowledge of how to use key elements
of the change management curriculum, undertake facilitated
and targeted ‘think tank’ workgroups, and discussed their
learning with selected members of their cohort (participants)
and have completed their learning diaries or logs.
A successful change process requires the involvement and
commitment of multi and interdisciplinary staff and we
encourage organisations to consider including people from a
range of areas to undertake this process.

Personal Outcomes
At the end of this process it is expected at the
participants will have:
• Evaluated a personal readiness towards their
organisation’s capabilities
• Reviewed where resistance to change resides in the
organisation and taken steps to replace this with an
acceptance of change
• Assessed the action they can take to the anti-change
values and barriers that could inhibit a positive return
on investment
• Ramp up transformational leadership skills
• Acquire deliberate and disruptive strategies to create a
strong ‘wake-up call’
• Learn about how change strategies can be integrated
together
• Deﬁne and differentiate the most successful changes
strategies and methodologies that will work for them
• Assess how best to leverage your direct reports and
staff and equip them with the capabilities to drive
change
• Analyse and assess how they can use existing resources
to achieve strategic objectives that are closely aligned
with their business planning
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Robotic automation is a set of
technologies that use software
to manipulate applications
software in the same way
that a human completes a
process, which reduces people
intervention in mundane tasks
and decision making.
Process: Learning methods
Participants will experience a variety of learning methods
by which to acquire learning. For example we can set up the
following
• Workshop sessions geared precisely to the learning desired to
meet speciﬁc L&D needs
• Action learning sets
• Desk research
• 1:1 Coaching
• 1:Few coaching
• Learning through accessing a tailored learning management
system
• Senior management forums
• On-line learning
• Co-partnering with other organisations

Preparation in purpose: Learning styles
All who go through the learning process have to share the
‘purpose behind the change in business transformation’.
Ostensibly, the learning style has to consist of action learning
with participants being grouped into learning sets or groups.
Prior to engaging on the programme, we conduct face to face
or (because of geographical difﬁculty) short on line interviews
with each of the participants to establish their learning
interests and needs. Participants shape their own learning
with a learning log or diary in which they can record their
experiences and learnings.
We ﬁnd that the orthodox route of passive learning is not
appropriate for anyone expecting to operate in a climate
which is characterised by uncertainly, austerity, operating in a
turbulent changing environment and having to react to shortterm demands and challenges.
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Choice of development
What would participants of such a programme expect?
Participants on the programme will have a selection of modules
in which they can engage. For illustration in the ‘Learning Matrix:
Learning Modules for Change’ diagram, we have 16 options but
these are only examples which are speciﬁcally designed for the
client. It is a good idea to test the content of the modules prior to
the launching of the process and ensure that the top ﬁve modules
hit the strategic and operational demands and challenges of those
going through the process.

Beneﬁts of immersion in business transformation
technologies
Organisations that transition through from the old to the ‘new’
business model cannot possibly achieve this without adopting
‘disruptive thinking’, which means developing a high degree
of curiosity and an impatience for results. This rejects the ‘ﬁre,
ready aim’ mindset and replaces that with ‘can do’ thinking that
requires intellect, curiosity, creativity, and innovative thinking.
These are not traditionally skills or capabilities that are equally
shared within the average organisation nor, unfortunately, are
these skills that have been encouraged, mentored or installed
within the average leadership team.
To shape the fabric of the organisation you need to change
the culture, and to do that you need to change behaviours.
As the Guru said ‘nothing changes until behaviour changes’.
However, we also have to understand that we are living in a
time of rapid technological change. Cost reduction is not going
to go away. It is a major demand on organisations today. This
will not change. Technology, robotics and automation will
reduce administrative overheads and costs and eliminate the
need for back ofﬁce resource. Automation is a ‘no brainer’
because it reduces human error. Robots do not make mistakes,
are consistent, and routine processes become error free. Without
doubt this is the driver to improving the customer journey, the
end users or the citizen’s experiences, reducing queuing time
and improving customer and, ultimately, employee satisfaction.

Security robs ambition
No one is secure. Anyone who thinks they are has a big shock
coming to them. Probably the most secure people are those who
have ﬂexibility of talent and experiences, because they can put
their hand to most things. The most effective change maker is
the one who has mastered all the skills. The skills and mindset of
change management in the later 20th century and the ﬁrst part
of the 21st century will not enable organisations to be sustainable
in the near future.
This revolution is not going away. The real choice is not can
leadership teams afford to commit the time and resources to
pursue ‘disruptive implementation’, but rather, can they afford
not to?

About the author
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Here come the
humaneers
Birth of a new profession skilled in the
design of 21st century human work

This is the second in a series of articles investigating how current and
future technology is completely altering the way we work across the
globe. By Heather Brown, Sophie Edwards, Todd Ackerman, Alex Bonner
and James Pepitone.

T

he ﬁrst article in this special series in Management Services
Journal (MSJ) on knowledge-work productivity, ‘Rethinking
Managerial Economics: Accessing the latent value of
human capital’ (Autumn 2017), makes the case that humaneering
adds a new dimension to today’s management logic regarding
organisation members.
The dominant focus of management continues to be on the
standardised tasks, or Type 1 work people can perform (see
Figures 1 and 2), which is now a smaller and shrinking part of
their economic potential. Furthermore, we continue to see most
organisations applying management methods conceived for Type
1 standardised tasks to Type 2 knowledge work. As a result, the
new and more substantial economic opportunities in the form of
knowledge work remain largely undeveloped.

HR decision science
Stanford University professors Jeffrey Pfeffer (organisation
behaviour) and Robert I Sutton (management science and
engineering), in their book Hard Facts Dangerous Half-Truths
& Total Nonsense: Proﬁting from evidence-based management
(2006), make the point that management’s organisational
decisions are too often based on an outdated model, familiar
method, personality preference, entertaining speaker, persuasive
book, or other source that lacks factual validation for the
situation at hand. Nowhere else in corporations is such disregard
for science more evident than in the making of management
decisions regarding people.
As USC professor John W Boudreau and Toro Vice President
Peter M Ramstad discuss at length in their book, Beyond HR: The
new science of human capital (2007), the human resources (HR)
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function is rarely any help in this regard. They call on HR to ‘build
a new decision science’ to reveal the ‘hidden opportunities’ in
decisions about talent and how its managed. They liken HR’s
opportunity to the emergence of ﬁnance and marketing years
ago as decision sciences for accounting and sales respectively.
It is not our place to argue here that humaneering provides HR
with the essential capability to increase workforce productivity
and resolve the people issues that have dogged it for so many
years. However, we do suggest that humaneering might be a
framework or initial step toward an HR decision science.

Non-zero-sum technology
Have you noticed that new technology frequently divides
people?
One group – typically the people creating or otherwise likely to
beneﬁt from the new technology – see it as inevitable progress
they are bringing to life. Some in this group even ﬁnd pleasure in
taunting the nonbelievers and proving them wrong.
Another group – people who recognise that inevitably
their lives will be disrupted or forever victimised by the new
technology – don’t see it as progress at all. Some even feel
threatened or deeply challenged to respond, and beyond hoping
for its failure, even consider what can be done to derail it.
If there’s another group, it’s made up of bystanders who
either won’t be noticeably affected or don’t yet realise how or
to what end. These people frequently dismiss or poke fun at the
marketplace machinations around the new technology, perhaps
siding with the winners or the losers, or simply ignoring all of it.
This ‘winners and losers’ or zero-sum effect is not limited to the
evolution of new technology. It’s widespread throughout society,
the result of competing rather than cooperating our way to the
future.
How often is it that everybody wins or, at a minimum, gets
enough beneﬁt to accept the changes brought forth by new
technology? Seemingly not often enough. But when the
beneﬁts are widespread among stakeholders, we can expect less
resistance to change, quicker adoption and lower costs.
From its inception, the nonproﬁt Humaneering Technology
Initiative (HTI) set out to create a new technology that would be
an exception to the ‘winners and losers’ pattern. It has strived
since its inception to create a regenerative technology that yields
a virtuous cycle of economic growth and shared prosperity:
• Conceived to apply human science to 21st century human work
• Established as a nonproﬁt initiative for public good
• Funded by providing value-based services
• Represented all stakeholders throughout its development
• Organised as a scalable platform for open-source support
• Synthesised empirical knowledge from over 200 science
disciplines
• Designed at the whole-system level for non-zero-sum outcomes
• Field-tested all principles and methods within operations
• Achieved outcomes far exceeding expectations
• Provided early-access for testing whenever requested
In addition to these factors, the January 2018 open beta
release of v4.0 means many more organisations will require
an introduction to humaneering, application experiments,
adoption planning, practice development, plus leadership and
implementation support. Estimates from advisors suggest the
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CLASSIFICATION

TYPE 1 WORK

TYPE 2 WORK

Terminology

Standardised task
Standard work
Required work
Tasks
Physical work
Using one’s hands
Doing

Adaptive response
Knowledge work
Discretionary work
Responsibilities
Mental work
Using one’s head
Deciding

Goal and
Solution

Clear
Predetermined
and prescribed
to workers

Not clear
Contingent on
situation and
determined by
worker
Objective
Assignment
Opportunity
compliance
capitalisation
Complete
Maximise
assignment as
economic value
directed
derived from
assigned
opportunity
Effectiveness
Sources of
Efﬁciency
Economic Value
Differentiation
Standardisation
Sophistication
Simplicity
Yield management
Large scale
Variation potential
Variation control
Complexity
Low
High
Closed work system Open work system
with identiﬁable
with diffused
root cause and
contributing causes
direct effects
and emergent effects
1. Work
Work System
1. Work
Design
2. Worker
2. Work
Priority Order
environment
3. Work
environment
3. Worker
Work environment
Work environment
should support work should support
worker
Speciﬁc opportunity
Essential Work
Speciﬁc objective
Attributes
Meaningful job-role
Practical workload
Autonomy
Told what to do
Response-ability
Told how to do it
Minimal distraction Resources support
Human Reasoning Level 1 – Concrete/
Level 3 – symbolic/
and
physical
verbal
Communication
Level 2 – Rational/
Level 4 – abstract/
statistical
conceptual
Expertise
Desirable Worker Endurance
Attributes
Commitment
Obedience
Initiative-taking
Diligence
Creativity
Intelligence
Figure 1.

need to develop at least 2000 professionals to support the
2018-2020 open beta release.
To create a clearer perspective of what this role involves,
we present a lightly edited transcript of a discussion by four
practitioners from various backgrounds who were involved in
earlier testing of humaneering and its DesignedWork protocol
for 21st century human work.

Humaneers emerge from opportunity
Humaneering has been discussed in Management Services
Journal articles since 2014. The article, ‘New Frontier for
Increasing Workforce Productivity’ (Winter 2016), included the
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DISCRETION
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90%

Type 2 Work
Requires informed discretion
Adapt and improvise for the situation
Variation is a source of value

50/50
70/30

Type 1 Work
30/70

Requires disciplined compliance
Strictly follow standard work
Variation is a source of waste

Role design
archetypes:

Creation

Service

Logistics

Production

Core challenge
Objective:
Solution:

Not clear
Not clear

Not clear
Clear

Clear
Not clear

Clear
Clear

Role examples:

Executive
Entrepreneur
Author/artist
Researcher
Inventor

Manager/supv
Solution seller
Entertainer
Analyst/engr
Doctor/nurse

Administrator
Product seller
Call centre rep
Bank teller
Pilot/driver

Processor
Order taker
Labourer
Food preparer
Assembler

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 2.

ﬁrsthand account of a CFO who led his organisation’s program
of humaneering applications. This narrative approach was well
received by people sharing their feedback
Another MSJ article, ‘Business Process Humaneering’ (Spring
2017) discussed the question of which organisation function
is best able to lead and support humaneering’s application
during the much-anticipated technology driven transformation
of human work. We ask this question among others to these
humaneering practitioners.
While not supporting any one function, insight gained from
the personal experiences of these individuals can be valuable to
organisation leaders. Each of the four individuals – one from the
UK, two from Canada, and one from the US – developed their
humaneering capability earlier in its development and have
gone on to practice what they learned. While each was involved
with different projects, all were exposed to the same principles
and methods from the v3.0 private beta release of humaneeringbased DesignedWork.
After tracking down these individuals and discussing
the purpose of this article, all agreed to a two-hour online
discussion, from which a transcript would be created, with just
minor editing for concise expression. Our goal was to capture
the unique ‘voice of experience’ shared by everyone, rather than
strive for agreement.

Personal Introductions
Sophie Edwards – I am British and joined a large consulting ﬁrm
right after university but now have my own consulting practice
tending to people issues for organisations in several sectors. I
have two large and one smaller client and, because there is just
one of me, this keeps me busy and makes it difﬁcult to look for
new clients. One of my clients will be moving because of Brexit,
and they have offered me a position.

Heather Brown – I’m Canadian, but live in the US with my
American husband and three children, and work in corporate
HR for a major health services company that provides insurance,
pharmacy and other services. My job is similar to an internal
consultant. We are a small department in HR, and we work
wherever we are sent by the executives or requested by the
managers to resolve systemic people issues.
Alex Bonner – I too am Canadian and work from my home in
Vancouver, though I do spend half my time somewhere else in
the world. I tried a real ofﬁce, but it just reduced the time I had
with my family. I too work as a consultant, almost exclusively
for private equity ﬁrms, and specialise in due diligence and
post-acquisition operations improvement. Essentially, I look at
acquisition targets for undervalued or underdeveloped people
and people-dependent operations. Post-acquisition, I support
the improvement strategies. Unlike the private equity ﬁrms
that rely primarily on ﬁnancial engineering, my clients build the
companies they acquire.
Todd Ackerman – I am based in Silicon Valley, and work on
start-ups with founders and venture capital. I ﬁrst learned
about humaneering during a presentation at an operations
management conference. I then did some digging around, found
HTI and arranged to work on a few of their beta projects. I have
been using humaneering since.

What does humaneering enable you to do that you
couldn’t do before?
(Alex) I see economic value where others don’t and, even more
important, I can help people create more economic value when
management sees them only as a cost to be eliminated.
(Todd) Me too. I’m an operations guy, but I never understood
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it once did. It will be interesting to see how they respond to
humaneering as it becomes more well known. It’s not easy to
change the way you’ve done something for so long. But then
again, they’ll be telling their people they need to change, so
maybe managers will change too. For now, it’s a great living,
and like Sophie, I enjoy being appreciated.
(Heather) This might be a good place to mention that I have
been trying to encourage my HR department to become more
informed about humaneering. I respect our Chief Human
Resources Ofﬁcer (CHRO) for creating a separate department,
so we could offer this service without getting bogged down in
internal issues. And I have been able to attract a few previous
HR partners to work with me on assignments. The rest . . . and
we have a big department . . . don’t seem to be very interested.
Candidly, I don’t think they recognise that the old approach to
HR hasn’t been working . . . or at least isn’t enough to meet the
needs of today’s organisations. I have discussed what I see as
an opportunity for HR with our CHRO, yet she has insisted for
a couple of years that the timing is not right. I’m worried they
might run out of time. The operations I’ve worked with see
what’s happening, and two have offered to hire me if I wanted
to leave HR.

the logic that eliminating people increased productivity. That’s a
path to nowhere. So much for agility.
(Heather) When I show up to help executives or managers
improve an operation’s performance, they are like the sky is
falling. To be fair, we can empathise with their frustration,
because we know so many have a perspective that only sees
inanimate materials, not talented, capable and creative people.
I should add that my organisation development (OD) education
way underemphasised work and job design, and spent way too
much time on novel theories that, while good and potentially
helpful, can’t touch all the negative effects of poorly designed
work. Work and job design is where human performance is
achieved or squandered for most organisations. Start with
design. Don’t you agree?
(Sophie) Yes, I do. It’s what makes the difference for my clients
too. Most haven’t given much thought to the informal . . . can I
say sloppy . . . way they pull work and jobs together. Sometimes
I’m amazed at how well people have got on with their work.
These employees put up with so much that is unnecessary. It’s
no wonder people can’t stay engaged in a job they were at one
time excited to get. I like knowing I can help them at the same
time I am solving the manager’s problem.

How does management respond to your use of
humaneering?
(Sophie) I don’t tell my clients I’m using humaneering. Maybe
I will if the term becomes more popular. And management’s
response is gratefulness. They think I’m a miracle worker, but of
course I’m not really. But until they learn humaneering, I think
I’ll enjoy their appreciation.
(Alex) I don’t think most managers realise that the old industrial
approach they use for managing people doesn’t work like

(Todd) You are making me grateful that I work for myself. I
don’t get exposed to much drama in my work, and decisions
are made quickly. You are either in or you’re out. The person’s
working out or they aren’t. Period. Right now, humaneering
is my competitive advantage, and by the time it becomes
mainstream, I have plenty of experience to stay ahead of the
pack.

How do employees respond to your use of
humaneering?
(Heather) I suppose I’m feared like most consultants initially.
Consultants have earned a bad reputation with many
employees, and any apprehension is understandable. However,
in no more than a few hours to a few days, our transparent
approach, involvement of the organisation, and other
interpersonal considerations result in a very good working
relationship and lots of cooperation. Employees don’t attribute
any of this to humaneering, though, because it is rare that
anybody would even hear the word. Since we didn’t use it
during the beta projects, I’m comfortable with speaking about
what I’m doing in terms the organisation already understands.
As for the after effects of our work in a department, most
employees are pleased to have had our assistance, and they
hope we’ll come back and do more of the same.
(Todd) Same for me. People quickly recognise I’m there to help
them, they cooperate, and they appreciate the results. I can’t
imagine most give it much thought. They probably just assume
other start-ups are getting the same kind of help.
(Alex) I naturally expect to be well received for the help I
bring, and if not at the start, this quickly becomes the case.
Furthermore, this is likely a reason why the humaneering
approach is so effective. Management’s gains don’t require
employees to sacriﬁce. Nobody’s getting beaten-up, so
management can achieve its targets. Humaneering is different
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Participant Summary Table
Name

Nationality

Employee/Independent

Clients

Sophie Edwards

British

Independent

Firms in the UK

Heather Brown

Canadian

Employee

Corporate HR within diversiﬁed health services organisation

Alex Bonner

Canadian

Independent

Private equity ﬁrms

Todd Ackerman

American

Independent

Silicon Valley start-up founders and venture capital ﬁrms

than the typical zero-sum approach management takes to
solve problems. By taking a systems design approach, reducing
unintended constraints on productivity, exploiting untapped
opportunities to create economic value, and deeply involving
employees in the design process, we can generally ﬁnd a way for
everyone to win.
(Sophie) I get the impression that the managers and employees
I work with are a bit more apprehensive to speak up than the
people with whom you work; more accustomed to or accepting
of being told what do to. I ﬁnd that employees are reluctant to
consider anything different until it has a manager’s okay. This
adds to the challenge of involving employees in redesigning
their work. Many see it as risky behaviour. Only when a change
is clearly approved are many employees ready to consider how
it will be good for them. This means I go easy on encouraging
employees to be creative, and I directly involve managers in the
process just to show their support.

Where should humaneering capability reside within
organisations?
(Heather) Naturally, I think it belongs in HR, but like I said, my
CHRO seems reluctant to lead us through some needed changes.
If this is typical of HR leaders, they may hesitate and lose the
opportunity to lead other productivity enhancement initiatives.
(Sophie) HR may be changing already here. There is an ex-BBC
HR director who is holding seminars and rallies to encourage
HR people to think outside the box they’re in. I think it’s called
DisruptHR. She’s holding these events all around the world, but
I’ve not actually attended or talked with anyone who has (https://
disrupthr.co).

((Todd) Interesting question. I don’t see many HR types. Typically,
the organisations I work with aren’t big enough to need one.
But to answer your question, I think every manager needs to
understand the basic principles and methods of humaneering,
and then there needs to be some corporate function focused on
workforce development, knowledge work productivity, human
capital exploitation, maximising intangible economic value, and
other underdeveloped value-creation opportunities. I don’t think
most HR types have the spurs for it, but I could be wrong, or
maybe it’s time to up their game.

What does it take to learn humaneering and the
DesignedWork protocol?
(Alex) I thought the way they (HTI) managed the beta projects
was very helpful. Everybody developed by graduating through
stages of capability, plus we learned something new each
evening that we could practice on the project the next day.
(Heather) Experience is most important, if not critical. I’ve
learned so much just by applying the humaneering principles
across a wide range of operations and situations. Another thing
I’ve learned is that people who want to learn these principles
can be helpful quickly. The HR partners that volunteered to work
with me are learning fast, and probably ready for their own
assignments. Motivation is important to all learning, but maybe
more so for humaneering because it requires people to unlearn
some old and ineffective thinking about people and how to
have them working up to their potential.
(Sophie) Has anyone else seen the new HTI website? There is
a brief description of a new remote development program for
the open beta release in January. Let’s pause for 10 minutes
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so you can read about it. Go to https://HumaneeringTech.com/
community/ and scroll half way down.
(Alex) I like it. Because it’s remote, we can easily get up to speed
on what’s new. And I can put acquisition managers in it to
reinforce my work with them.
(Sophie) That was my thought. It gives me another way to
engage and support my clients.
(Todd) Did anyone read the other pages on the site. The site
provides a good explanation of why humaneering works so well.
I hope this doesn’t cost us our market advantage!
(Heather) Humaneering is just another new technology.
Executives will eventually ﬁnd out about it, and the innovators
will waste no time in getting it for their company. And we can
help them.

What’s your advice to executives wanting to assess
humaneering’s potential?
(Todd) Don’t waste time before you try it. As we tell founders,
run, don’t walk. Get to the front of the line and quickly apply
it to a few people problems. I’d also try it in a section of some
large operation with lots of people. This way they will see the
difference for themselves. There’s no other way when managers
have grown up on industrial management.
(Heather) In general, I agree with you, but I have seen some
young managers get it on their own. I don’t think most of Gen
Y and Z like industrial management. They still should see it
though, because the numbers will make their decision easier to
make.
(Sophie) The management I work with like to see new things
demonstrated ﬁrst, and even with strong evidence will want the
buy-in of others before seeking approval.
(Heather) Now that HTI has remote training, another approach
executives could take would be to get a few of their people
enrolled to learn more. Because humaneering crosses functions,
they might want to encourage their staff functions . . . HR, IT,
engineering, facilities, operations improvement, and so on . . .
to enrol people too. The training was originally for practitioners,
maybe HTI will have a course for people only evaluating it. The
site said the ﬁrst course was free and self-paced . . . maybe that’s
enough for some of these people.
(Alex) This will be interesting. Humaneering has been kept
somewhat of a secret during development. The release in
January will be the ﬁrst that isn’t private. Even the innovators in
business probably don’t know that it’s coming.

Any ﬁnal advice to anyone else reading this article?
(Heather) I hope we haven’t made humaneering sound like
a gimmick, or just another quick ﬁx for people problems. We
should tell them that humaneering draws knowledge from
more than 200 human science disciplines, and then weaves
that knowledge into a quick and easy-to-use approach for
designing and managing human work. Today’s still dominant
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industrial approach to management is based on engineering,
or the physical sciences of chemistry and physics, and focused
on managing people so they can operate, keep up with, and
don’t interrupt machine work. Industrial management does
utilise some human science, for example in human factors,
ergonomics, user interface, and others. But only elementary
behavioural concepts from biology and psychology, essentially
to regulate or control people to minimise their negative
impact on machine systems. People respond much better to
the more-human humaneering approach, and this quickly,
predictably, and sustainably translates into a smoother operation
and greater productivity (economic value created/labour cost)
for the enterprise, and high levels of employee engagement, job
satisfaction, and stability for employees/workers. What do we
need to add to this?
(Alex) I can add that we comfortably project a 30-50% increase
in knowledge work productivity for each of years one and
two, post-acquisition. We get this with a primary emphasis on
creating new economic value, but also dismantle or redesign
management systems that cost more than they contribute
to business results. Most of this is from replacing traditional
industrial management with a humaneering-based approach.
Humaneering energises people and lets them do their best
work. Management is focused more on support than control,
and work is focused more on maximising economic value than
on hitting preset targets.
(Sophie) I guess I’m a bit more conservative than the rest of you.
You might say I’m more cautious about management’s support,
and the employee’s support as well.
(Todd) My people make Alex sound conservative. The goals start
at 10X and go up from there.

A sixth discipline
On numerous occasions, evidently well-read executives have
suggested that humaneering may be a ‘sixth discipline’ to
which Peter Senge refers as a possibility in his book, The Fifth
Discipline: The Art and Practice of The Learning Organization
(1990). They suggest this because of the additional human
potential that humaneering reveals and makes accessible.
As Senge requires, this new potential remains outside the
grasp of industrial era management thinking, which continues
to dominate and now constrains most organisations. Some in
management succeed based on this new potential, yet do not
readily perceive it accurately in their own human nature, which
makes it even less likely they will recognise it in others.
Humaneering and humaneering-based DesignedWork are
continually updated sets of principles and methods that require
learning and mastery for effective application. Thus far, it
appears that potentially anyone could develop proﬁciency
through disciplined practice.
To this end, HTI is conceiving a new kind of professional – the
humaneer – who is professionally developed to provide this
needed support, either as an employed internal humaneer or an
independent external humaneer. While the technology applied
is the same for these two roles, the leadership required of each
differs substantially (ie internal staff-role leadership versus
market and client leadership).
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Let go of your ego – fail
better and learn more...
By Dr John Chamberlin.

R

ecently, just ﬁve years ago, I said: “The bulk, by far, of
companies and organisations in the UK are badly managed,
many of them appallingly so. And it appears to be getting
worse1.”
Twenty years ago when Tony Blair got into Downing Street his
victory was hailed to the strains of ‘Things can only get better’
blasting out to his cheering supporters. Well, I disagree, they
haven’t. At least, not in the way companies and organisations are
managed. Why might this be?
One reason, I suspect, is illuminated brilliantly in Matthew
Syed’s recent book, Black Box Thinking2, in which he talks about
the fear of failure – ie accepting it, admitting it and being openly
willing to learn from it – as a major inhibitor of innovation and
improvement, especially that old Japanese chestnut ‘Continuous

Improvement’, or Kaizen. A particularly bad example he cites
is the health service, both here and in the USA. There are
exceptions, however, as he usefully highlights, chief amongst
these being the civil aviation industry.
When, for example, a mistake happens in an operating theatre,
was it ‘just one of those things’, a ‘complication’, or was it
because of the deeply embedded hierarchical system within that
environment that might prevent those around the ‘consultant’
challenging his (or her) expertise and/or authority, because these
very senior people have such massive status and respect (not to
mention egos) that there’s a culture of – almost Solzhenitsynically
– ‘we never make mistakes’?
The contrast in civil aviation is their forensic attention to
learning from mistakes, possibly because of a fairly simple reason;
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if a pilot makes a mistake, he dies, whereas if a surgeon makes a
mistake, someone else does? Syed (ibid: 10) illustrates this with a
dramatic statistic from the US where the Journal of Patient Safety
put the number of premature deaths associated with preventable
harm at more than 400,000 per year’3. That’s more than two
Jumbo Jets a day! Syed says.
This reluctance to challenge those in authority – or to accept
challenge if you are the head honcho – is referred to by Leon
Festinger4 as ‘cognitive dissonance’ (cited by Syed, ibid: 81): ‘the
inner tension we feel when, among other things, our beliefs
are challenged by evidence.’ Galileo had this problem some 400
years ago when, using his new ‘telescope’, the evidence he was
presented with seemed to support the otherwise heretical views
of Copernicus’ heliocentric theory (circa 1542), and yet after
attempting – presumably with due sensitivity? – to convince the
somewhat strictly religious powers-that-be at the time of this
really interesting discovery, he lost his freedom, and almost, his
life!
This particular problem has also been highlighted frequently
by John Seddon (Vanguard Newsletters passim) when UK Gov.
plc, regardless of who’s in power, claim ‘evidence-based policy’ in
support of yet another initiative. Seddon refers to it as ‘policybased evidence’, or, only picking the few evidential scraps that
line up with their (‘wrong-headed’) thinking, whilst ignoring
all that which might suggest something different (for countless
examples see, The Whitehall Effect5), because of this idealistic
conviction that they were right all along. No. The evidence
suggests otherwise.
In his earlier (and still best-selling) book, Freedom from
Command & Control6, he made the point of the signiﬁcant
energy-loss in these organisations where, ‘people’s ingenuity is
engaged in providing the hierarchy with what is asked for, not
improving the work’ (p. 76) – which, of course, is the real purpose
of being there.
Mine might only be one view (though I suspect it’s not),
but I think it’s yet again back to this teleological issue:
purpose, why we’re there. However, when you get to the top
of an organisation, that simple raison d’être can easily (and
conveniently) slip your mind, with your attention and efforts now
being more squarely focused on maintaining your position, status,
turf, ego, hierarchy, career advancement, salary, reputation, etc,
etc. In a way I was faced with a similar situation many years ago
when (rather late in life) I started my own PhD studies, when a
senior and highly respected colleague suggested: “Your problem,
John, will be that you know what you’re going to ﬁnd before you
go in.”

Finding the ﬁx
My own study was of two large local authorities (circa 50,000
employees between them) which had both stated their clear
intention to ‘radically’ change and improve their organisations,
using what at the time was known as ‘business process
reengineering’ (BPR); and the ‘problem’ this colleague was
highlighting, was the difﬁculty I’d have in researching objectively
whilst ignoring my own preconceptions. And he was right, it
wasn’t easy, but we did it. However, there was plenty of evidence
along the way of how worthwhile projects (one with a distinct
possibility of saving six-ﬁgure sums) were being frustrated from
implementation and completion by senior people concerned
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A reluctance to challenge
those in authority – or to
accept challenge if you
are the head honcho –
is referred to by Leon
Festinger4 as ‘cognitive
dissonance’.
about their own status and ‘turf’ (Chamberlin, 2008: 382/383):
‘Evidence from this research indicates that managers within
these LGOs have, in some cases, become ‘distracted … by the
process of governing’; or, in their cases, the maintenance of their
position (eg salary, staff numbers, budgets, turf, status) within
that ‘process of local government’. Is this acceptable? Strong
strategic leadership is required to ‘reconnect’ these organisations
to their reason for existence, to ‘un-distract’ them7.’
The higher you get in an organisation – public or private sector
– it is easy to become ‘distracted’ from this core purpose – your
‘reason for existence’ – so, the harder it is to admit that things
haven’t been good on your watch. After all, if the evidence
suggests that things could be substantially improved – which they
almost invariably can be – who wants to agree? It’s tantamount
to saying you’ve ignored the problems and opportunities, been
oblivious to them, or just failed to take the correct action, isn’t it?
Thirty-ﬁve years ago Tom Peters8 criticised the old adage, ‘If it
ain’t broke, don’t ﬁx it!’ His view was that, ‘If it ain’t broke, look
again, it’ll still need ﬁxing!’, yet all these years later we still view
failure as something to be avoided, rather than the best learning
opportunity that we’re ever likely to get.

Spend time on the frontline
Back in 1984 David Kolb9 produced his ‘Learning Cycle’ (page
36, Figure 1), based on the principle of ‘experiential learning’:
something’s happened; let’s ‘reﬂect’ on what we saw (‘observed’);
see if that ﬁts with our currently-held ‘theory’ (or if it doesn’t, and
the evidence suggests something different’s going on); and either
way let’s devise an ‘experiment’ to ‘test’ that. On to the next
‘concrete experience’ and so on.
Since around the same time Dr W. Edwards Deming10 has been
credited with the ‘P-D-C-A Cycle’ – see Figure 21 (page 36) – which
starts with ‘Plan’, but if rotated anti-clockwise through 90º can be
roughly superimposed on to Kolb’s.
However, Seddon differs with these in one key respect; where
you start. The blunt but effective language he uses for this
experiential learning is to ‘get knowledge’, and you do this by
starting, instead, at ‘check’. Put simply – and on the (often futile)
assumption that you have a clear idea of the true ‘purpose’ of
your organisation – go and spend some time on the frontline,
follow the ‘work’, and see (ie measure) from the customer’s
perspective how well you are delivering against that purpose.
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Kolb’s Learning Cycle
Concrete experience stage:
perception of the
objective world

Active experimentation stage:
perception of the
objective world

Figure 1: Kolb’s Learning Cycle.

Observational & reflective stage:
beginning of
internalisation

Abstract conceptualisation stage:
step back from reality
and draw conclusions
and generalisations

Deming’s Cycle
PLAN
Select process,
collect and
analyse data,
set goals

ACT

DO

Document process,
standardize and
learn lessons

Implement
improvement plan,
monitor progress

CHECK*
Measure and
confirm results
against goals
Figure 2: Deming’s P-D-C-A Cycle.

And by ‘you’ Seddon means the person/ people at the very
top of the organisation. Don’t delegate this to a project team,
or some other less senior person, you have to do it yourself;
otherwise you will never see how your own ‘service’ works – or,
more likely, doesn’t – through the eyes of those who use it. If you
saw the ﬁlm, I Daniel Blake, you’ll get my drift. If you didn’t, then
please, do!
In his book The Fish Rots from the Head11 (1996: 3), Bob
Garratt said: “It is no surprise that most boards cannot spell
out their main roles or tasks.... It is the board’s job to ensure
that sufﬁcient numbers of members are pointing in the same
direction, committed to a common purpose, with similar values
and behaviours, so that the organisation can function effectively
and efﬁciently.”
I can’t claim hard-nosed research, but my own decades of
experiential learning would suggest that in most companies or
organisations where things are going wrong, the senior people
have lost touch with their own frontline, and never expose

* Often seen
as ‘Study’

themselves to the difﬁculties, frustrations and problems that their
(otherwise loyal) customers/ clients/ students/ patients/ serviceusers/etc experience on a daily basis.
In my own decade as a senior manager at British Telecom (BT), I
scheduled myself to regularly go out on to the frontline with the
people who did the work; and since we were colloquially known
as ‘The Heavy & Dirty Brigade’ (or by some, ‘Poles & Holes’), you
can imagine where that ‘frontline’ was: up poles, down holes,
in customers’ properties and businesses, in the street, out in the
ﬁelds, etc. In the whole of the large region in which I worked,
none of my senior manager colleagues ever did this, preferring
instead to look at their Excel-based ‘performance statistics’ from
the comfort of their ofﬁces and making decisions based solely
on that (so-called) information. You can imagine also, therefore,
some of the ‘discussions’ we had in our own board meetings
when, one of them having quoted from their spreadsheet, I
would say something along the lines of, ‘Let me tell you what I
saw yesterday...’ I was not always popular.
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Nonetheless, I ﬁrmly believe that directors and managers at
all levels have to stay in touch with their own frontlines and
continuously seek to experience the difﬁculties and failures
that their own systems are causing to those trying to use them;
that’s customers, of course, but their own staff and workers also.
Management creates and maintains the poor systems that cause
these difﬁculties, so it’s management’s job to sort them out!

Embracing failure
It is not wrong to fail, nor to admit to failures, but it is
fundamentally important to learn from them. James Dyson (1997:
121) had 5127 prototypes12 of his ‘dual-cyclone’ vacuum cleaner
over twelve years before he was ready to market the product.
That’s 5126 ‘failures’, after any one of which he could have given
up. But as we know, he didn’t. No ego in the way there, just
commitment and persistence.
In his book, Fail Better!, Stephen Brown (2008: 2/3) says:
“Failure, however, comes with the territory. History shows that
the highest achievers in business life consistently fail their way
to the top. They know what it’s like to stare down the barrel of
defeat and companies – like toiletries titan Johnson & Johnson,
which claims that ‘failure is our most important product’. I am
convinced that fear of failing in the eyes of the world is the single
biggest impediment to amassing wealth”13.
As Syed (ibid: 35) says again: “But even if we practice diligently,
we will still endure real-world failure from time to time. And it is
often in these circumstances, when failure is most threatening to
our ego, when we need to learn most of all.”
So, I think it’s time for some real bravery amongst senior leaders
and managers: go and look – really, really, look! – at where your
organisation is failing the people who use it. Keep looking,
take note – serious note – of what’s going wrong, and ask your
(normally very frustrated) people what help they need to put
these things right?
Start by clarifying your real ‘purpose’, and then establish some
customer-perspective measures to see how you’re delivering
against that purpose. Get some of Kolb’s ‘concrete experience’
by doing some of Deming’s ‘check’ (or ‘study’), or as John Seddon
puts it, ‘get knowledge’.
Let go of the egos and accept that you’ll ﬁnd many things you
won’t like, things that shouldn’t be happening on your watch,
things that – reasonably, perhaps – you should have known about,
if only you’d taken the trouble to look? Accept all these failures
and learn from them. And then, there’s that tantalising but real
possibility that you would become known as the person who took
the time to listen, and then put things right? Above all, learn to
fail better!
As it says in Sophocles’ play, Antigone: ‘All men make mistakes,
but a good man yields when he knows his course is wrong, and
repairs the evil. The only crime is pride.’
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Foreign direct investment
in transition economies
outside the eurozone
Dr John McManus.

S

ome might consider the economic track record of the
European Union since the launch of the euro in January 1999
has not been too impressive, and while the European Union
(EU) in the next decade is likely to consume a smaller share of
global output, post Brexit the EU could be a more dynamic place to
invest, especially if Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary adopt the
euro. In considering the future potential for inward investment in
Europe, it is helpful to look through the lens of both eurozone and
non-eurozone1 recipients of foreign investment, speciﬁcally those
countries which joined the EU after 2004.
The internationally accepted deﬁnition of foreign direct
investment (FDI)2 includes equity investment, investment
associated with equity that gives rise to control or inﬂuence;
investment in indirectly inﬂuenced or controlled enterprises;
investment in enterprises; debt (except selected debt); and
reverse investment. The framework for direct investment
relationships provides criteria for determining whether crossborder ownership results in a direct investment relationship,
based on control and inﬂuence. Distinguished from other kinds
of international investment, FDI is made to establish a lasting
interest in or effective management control over an enterprise
in another country.
FDI has been a major contribution to the expansion and
prosperity of developed and developing economies. In the

The framework for direct
investment relationships provides
criteria for determining whether
cross-border ownership results in
a direct investment relationship,
based on control and inﬂuence.
last decade, worldwide FDI has grown rapidly mainly due to
ever increasing globalisation. Within Europe, globalisation
has involved a steady decline in the importance of national
political boundaries and an evaporation of geographical
distance and increasingly complex interdependencies among
member countries. In the context of globalisation, the role FDI in
establishing links between economies, promoting technological
transfers and innovation, and in providing investors with access
to previously inaccessible markets has resulted in FDI becoming a
key focus for many governments, both within Europe and outside
Europe. Inward and outward FDI ﬂows reached their peak in
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Figure 1: Global trade and investment ﬂows (1994 – 2014). Source: OECD International Direct Investment Statistics, 20164.

2007, largely as a result of the world banking crisis, (Figure 1).
Although world statistics vary, based on global economic growth
and gross ﬁxed capital formation world FDI ﬂows are expected to
reach their pre 2008 levels in 20183.
Most studies on FDI point to differing beneﬁts depending on
country of origin and industry sector. As an illustration, FDI into
an economy can be either horizontal or vertical. Horizontal FDI is
where ﬁrms set up a subsidiary or afﬁliate in another country to
gain access to a market. Vertical FDI is where ﬁrms locate different
stages of production in other countries according to perceived
competitive advantage. Horizontal investment is often considered
to be a substitute for trade because FDI replaces exports, while
vertical investment is complementary to trade ﬁrms who export
components to foreign afﬁliates and then re-export the goods
produced.
Understanding the determinants of vertical and horizontal
FDI is important since these two investment strategies can have
very different implications for the distribution of income both
within and across countries. Vertical FDI may compress the skilled
and lower skilled wage differential across countries, as well as
change the income distribution within countries. Horizontal FDI
may increase income in each country with minor distributive
impact. Within Europe, most horizontal FDI takes place between
similar countries while most vertical FDI occurs between dissimilar
ones. To illustrate this point, many multinational companies are
generally headquartered in mature economies, suggesting FDI
inﬂows into mature markets are primarily horizontal while FDI
inﬂows into emerging markets or developing economies have
a relatively larger vertical component (and are generally more
risky for investors). Either way there is a subjective sense from the
investors regarding their impression about the economy’s they
wish to invest in – macroeconomic indicators such as expected
growth, inﬂation, political stability and performance are key
investment indicators.

An important characteristic of global FDI expansion is the mode
by which it is accomplished. In the past, green-ﬁeld investment
was the imperative, more recently the vast majority of FDI is done
through mergers and acquisitions (M&A). Europe attracts more
than half of US aggregate FDI outﬂows. The global footprint
of US corporate investment in Europe is huge, according to the
ﬁgures from the Bureau of Economic Analysis5; US foreign assets
in Europe totalled 13 trillion USD in 2013, representing 60% of
the global total investment. Gaining access to wealthy consumers
is among the primary reasons why US corporations continue to
invest in Europe.
The World Bank6 annually ranks the regulatory environment in
185 nations, a ranking which serves as a good proxy for the ease
of doing business for both domestic and foreign companies. In
the World Bank rankings, 15 European economies were ranked
in the top 25 most business-friendly nations. As of February
2015, there were nine countries7 in the European Union outside
the eurozone. Countries outside the eurozone include Denmark
ranked 4th, the United Kingdom (8th), Sweden (11th), Bulgaria
(54th), Romania (59th), Hungary (60th), and Croatia (65th).
Whilst signiﬁcant performance issues exist among EU nations,
Europe remains a leader in a number of cutting edge industries
including life sciences, agriculture and food production,
automotive manufacture, aerospace, nanotechnology, energy,
digital technology and data communications, and as such, the EU
remains attractive to many global and multi-national investors.
Despite the fact that the EU is dealing with some complex
political and economic issues such as Brexit, free movement of
labour and labour market performance, the case for investing
in Europe rests on the fact that Europe is a continent of success.
With a population of 510 million (2016, census), it is Europe’s size
and wealth, depth in human capital, and respect for the rule of
law, among other attributes, that makes it a natural partner for
many foreign investors. With the enlargement of the European
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Country

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Average

Bulgaria

3.7

3.3

3.6

3.5

4.5

3.72

Croatia

2.3

2.6

1.6

6.7

3.7

3.38

Czech Rep

1.5

3.1

1.0

4.1

2.5

2.44

Hungary

7.5

8.3

-2.9

9.0

3.6

5.10

Poland

3.6

3.4

1.4

-0.9

0.8

1.66

Romania

6.8

2.9

1.8

1.4

1.7

2.92

Table 1: FDI inward stock as a percentage of
GDP for selected EU countries outside the
eurozone.
Source: UNCTAD Communications and
Information Unit, FDI/TNC database.

Union in 2004, 2007 and 2013, saw 13 new member states join,
including Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland
and Romania, all of which represent latent opportunities for
investors, especially in the areas of research and development
infrastructure development and ﬁnancial services, and in business
functions designed to extract commercial value from these forms
of investment.

Republic of Bulgaria
The January 2007, enlargement of the European Union saw
Bulgaria and Romania join the European Union (EU). With a
population of around 7.2 million, Bulgaria’s population is evenly
distributed throughout most of the country, with urban areas
attracting larger populations. Following the banking crisis,
Bulgaria as witnessed above average growth in gross domestic
product (GDP), Table 1.
Bulgaria’s FDI during the decade 2000-2010 mainly took place
in the tertiary sector, with signiﬁcant FDI growth in transport,
storage and communications, electricity, gas and water,
ﬁnancial intermediation, wholesale and retail trade, and real
estate services. FDI in construction and manufacturing also rose
substantially, but manufacturing FDI grew at a lower rate than
FDI in several services. Within the services sector, FDI in trade and
telecommunications have played an important role as a result of
privatisation deals8.
Despite a favourable investment regime, including low
corporate taxes, signiﬁcant challenges remain. Corruption in
public administration, a weak judiciary, and the presence of
organised crime, continue to hamper the country’s investment
climate and economic prospects. Hope for larger FDI inﬂows into
the region, have not so far materialised. The share of FDI inﬂows
into Bulgaria has been less than for other developing eurozone
countries such as Hungary. According to the Bulgarian National
Bank9, FDI in 2014 amounted to 2.8% of GDP.
Looking forward the trend towards greater participation in FDI
projects should continue with EU funding opportunities available
for businesses established and operating in Bulgaria. Since 2007,
the country has been eligible for EU assistance in the ﬁeld of
infrastructure, innovations and competitiveness, human resource
development, agriculture, rural development, and ﬁsheries
and aquaculture. The Bulgarian government has established a
very advantageous taxation system in order to attract investors
and the costs of creating a company has also been lowered. To
date, the government has attracted a signiﬁcant number of
international companies which have opened ofﬁces in Bulgaria,
which include Solvay, Umocore, Italcemente Group, Liebherr,
Kraft, Nestle, American Standard, Philip Morris, Metro, Lindner,
Praktiker and SAP.
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Croatia has the important
geopolitical advantage of lying
along three pan-European
transport corridors between
the EU and Southeast Europe.
Republic of Croatia
The Republic of Croatia joined the EU in July 2013; with a
population of 4.2 million most of the population lives in the
northern half of the country, with approximately a quarter of the
populace residing in and around the capital of Zagreb. Whilst
being one of the wealthiest of the former Yugoslav republics,
Croatia’s economy suffered badly during the 1991-95, war but is
now on the road to recovery.
Croatia’s economic fortunes have begun to improve with
moderate but steady GDP growth, led by a resurgence in
tourism and credit-driven consumer spending. Like most central
and Eastern Europe countries, Croatia experienced an abrupt
slowdown in its economy following the banking crisis. In the
last ﬁve years, Croatia’s economy started to grow on the back
of tourism, a strengthening of external demand and reductions
in oil prices. However, difﬁcult problems still remain, including
a persistently high unemployment rate, uneven regional
development, and a challenging investment climate10 with a
budget deﬁcit of 2.1% of GDP (2016).
Croatia has the important geopolitical advantage of lying
along three pan-European transport corridors between the EU
and Southeast Europe11. With respect to south eastern European
economies, it seems that despite their high endowment of
human capital, market institutions and infrastructures are below
par. Croatian ports constitute the ideal European gateway
for maritime trade. However, air transport still needs to be
developed. Since 2015, the World Bank12 has been working with
Croatia to improve infrastructure and operational efﬁciency in
order to deliver better services in a ﬁnancially sustainable way.
In the last ﬁve years, Croatia has experienced reasonable levels
of FDI inﬂows and most of these investments were through
privatisation in the services, banking, telecommunications,
ﬁnancial services, retail and the wholesale trade sectors. Croatian
companies so far do not seem to be able to reap the beneﬁts of
EU membership. Soaring euro-denominated private and public
debt levels constitute another structural weakness, as they expose
the country to a deterioration of investor sentiment. However,
when measured against the size of the population FDI inﬂows
appear to be more signiﬁcant, particularly when compared with
its immediate neighbour Hungary13.
Croatia has great potential for future economic growth
but continues to experience declining investment. There are
risks related to economic consolidation and the sustainability
of public debt, the high levels of private sector indebtedness,
and the possibility of a further rise in the risk premium for
emerging markets. Croatia’s immediate economic challenges
include restoring macroeconomic stability, while encouraging
private sector productivity and competitiveness to create jobs
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and growth. This should help provide a more secure basis for
investment, and at the same time free the private sector from
constraints will help promote efﬁciency and ease the burden of
high rates of unemployment.

Czech Republic
In May 2004, the Czech Republic joined the EU. The Czech
Republic ranks among the wealthiest and most developed of the
former communist countries in Central and Eastern Europe, yet,
given a nominal GDP of about USD 200 billion (2014), it belongs
to the smaller economies of the European Union. Industrial
production constitutes the economic foundation of the Czech
economy. It generates about 40% of national income, whereby
automobile production (about 8% of GDP) holds a prominent
position14.
Although GDP growth has increased steadily since 2006 partly
due to EU-ﬁnanced, public investment, the opposite is the case
for its FDI stock which has declined in the last two years. The
Czech Republic’s investment environment is relatively complex.
New investors face complexities that are not present among its
neighbours. In particular, most investors encounter unpredictably
long permit processes, high fees for releasing industrial parcels
from the agricultural land fund and long waiting periods for
issuing residency visas to skilled workers15.
To stimulate investment the Czech Republic Ministry of Industry,
Trade and Investment, in 2013, launched the initiative ‘Welcome
Package for Investors’. The purpose of the initiative is to create
an environment that is helpful toward potential investors,
support the inﬂow of foreign direct investments, and increase the
competitiveness of the entire Czech Republic. As a consequence
of this initiative, the central bank of the Czech Republic16 indicates
increased FDI investment from the Netherlands, Germany, Austria
and the UK.
A change in FDI strategy can be observed in the Czech Republic,
from manufacturing industry towards the services sectors, which
include ﬁnancial intermediation and real estate, renting, and
business services. In 2015, the Czech Republic announced its
goal to become one of the ten most attractive countries for FDI
in the EU by 2018. Therefore, the Czech Republic is focusing on
negotiations with investors from the areas of R&D and services,
to which it can offer an optimal combination of favourable
investment factors, such as a strategic location, and a highly
qualiﬁed and innovative work force. With almost 90 per cent of
the Czech economy in private hands, most major state-owned
companies have been privatized with foreign participation and
this is likely to continue.

Hungary
Hungary joined the EU in May 2004, with a population of 9.8
million, of which the denser urban areas attract 70% of the
population the capital Budapest has a population of 1.8 million
people, and compared to Croatia, Hungary has a smaller youth
unemployment rate. Since becoming a member of the EU,
Hungary has made the transition from a centrally planned to a
market economy, with a per capita income nearly two-thirds that
of the EU-28 average.
Like Bulgaria, Croatia and the Czech Republic, Hungary
was affected by the banking crisis and the global economic
downturn. Declining exports, and low domestic consumption
and investment, dampened by government austerity measures,
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resulted in a severe economic contraction in 2009. In consequence,
the government implemented a number of changes including
cutting business and personal income taxes, imposed crisis
taxes on ﬁnancial institutions, energy and telecommunication
companies, and retailers. Demand for high yield investments has
since helped Hungary to obtain funds on international markets to
stimulate productivity and reduce its debt levels17.
Hungary’s progress to reduce its deﬁcit to less than 3% of GDP
led the European Commission in 2013 to permit Hungary for
the ﬁrst time since joining the EU in 2004 to exit the Excessive
Deﬁcit Procedure18. Higher GDP and reduced government debt
has seen a more positive view to investment. For ﬁscal year 2017,
Hungary’s GDP is estimated at around 2.5% (Figure 2). It is the
lack of productivity that makes the country lag behind some of
its regional peers. The most important issue for future growth is
linked to capital efﬁciency, as well as access to affordable labour.
FDI stock in 2015 was around 92 billion USD – Hungary’s
largest investors are the Netherlands, Austria and Germany.
Despite the issues and a brief slowing of its FDI inﬂows in 2013
and 2014, Hungary continues to be one of the fastest growing
EU economies. Its ﬁnancial system is one of the well-developed
in the region. Investor conﬁdence in the Hungarian economy is
slowly gaining momentum. The Hungarian Investment Promotion
Agency provides professional help for a large number of FDI
projects and maintains a large database of over 650 Greenﬁeld
and Brownﬁeld sites across the country. As part of the 2020
National Development Plan20, EUR 6 billion has been allocated
for further tourism, healthcare, infrastructure and environmental
protection programmes.

2015

2016

Figure 2: Hungary real GDP growth percentage (2012-2016).
Source: OECD International Direct Investment Statistics, 201719.

Whilst signiﬁcant performance
issues exist among EU nations,
Europe remains a leader in
a number of cutting edge
industries.

Poland
The Accession Treaty was signed in Athens on 16 April 2003
and Poland became a member of EU on 1 May 2004. With its
transformation to a democratic, market-oriented country largely
completed and with large investments in defence, energy, and
other infrastructure, Poland is seen as an attractive environment
in which to do business. Poland has a population of around
38 million, the core of which is concentrated in the southern
(Krakow) and central (Warsaw, Lodz) areas, with an extension to
the northern coastal city of Gdansk.

With a nominal GDP of 548 billion USD, Poland is the 8th
biggest economy in the European Union and enjoys a wellmanaged ﬁnancial system, which was able to withstand the
banking crisis of 2008 better than most other European countries.
Its government did not have to resort to loans in foreign
currencies, in particular Swiss loans, and a detail which has
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protected the population from maximum debt. While the Polish
economy has performed well over the past ﬁve years (average
GDP, 2.9%), growth did slow down but as subsequently picked up
(in 2015, GDP was 3.6%).
The country’s industrial base combines coal, textile, chemical,
machinery, iron, and steel sectors and has expanded more recently
to include fertilisers, petrochemicals, machine tools, electrical
machinery, electronics, cars and shipbuilding. Exports of goods
and services account for 47% of GDP while imports account for
46%, adding 1% of total GDP.
Poland is among the top countries in Europe in terms of FDI.
Its main assets are its strategic position, a large and educated
population, and its membership in the European Union, economic
stability, affordable labour costs and a ﬁscal system attractive to
businesses. Manufacturing, construction ﬁnancial services, and
real estate account for 67% of FDI investment and in 2015 FDI
stock was approximately 213 billion USD.
Poland’s biggest investors include Germany, Netherlands,
France, and Belgium (and to a lesser extent the UK)21. The Polish
automotive sector is one of the largest in Europe. Current and
potential investors in this sector are drawn by a productive and
cost effective labour force, and high-end manufacturing quality. In
addition to the motor vehicle assembling plants of General Motors,
Fiat and Volkswagen, Poland is also home to producers of engines,
engine components and a wide range of automotive parts.
Driven by domestic demand, real GDP is expected to grow
at a rate of 3-4% in the next two years, well above the EU
average. Given rising wages, employment and ﬁscal transfers’
private consumption is set to remain the dominant driver for
growth22. FDI investment is expected to grow strongly as a
result of an already high degree of capacity utilisation. Equally,
social investment is expected to remain strong, partly due to the
government’s objective to increase the investment rate. Poland’s
social spending programmes are expected to lead to increased
deﬁcit spending over the short-medium term.
The 2015 EU-wide transparency exercise, carried out by the
European Banking Authority, conﬁrmed the overall healthy
state of the Polish banking sector. However, structural issues in
the labour market, education and innovation systems persist
to hinder investment opportunity for those investors outside
central Europe. Poland’s long-term challenge includes productivity
growth, income levels and strengthening investments in
innovation, research, and development.

Romania
The enlargement of the European Union saw Romania join the
European Union (EU) in January 2007. Romania is the largest
former Communist economy in South-Eastern Europe. With a
population of around 22 million, urbanisation is not particularly
high, and a fairly even population distribution can be found
throughout most of the country, with urban areas attracting
larger and denser populations; Hungarians, the country’s
largest minority, have a particularly strong presence in eastern
Transylvania. With a population of two million Bucharest, in
southern Romania, is the country’s capital and commercial
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and ﬁnance centre. Romania’s banking sector is dominated by
foreign-owned banks from Austria, France and Greece. While
foreign banks remain committed to the market, external funding
has been reduced as ﬁnancial institutions strive for a healthier
balance between local funding and credit.
In the aftermath of the global banking crisis, GDP contracted
but economic growth returned in 2015, driven by strong industrial
exports and excellent agricultural harvests, thereby reducing the
ﬁscal deﬁcit substantially23. Romanian industry outperformed
other sectors of the economy in 2015; exports remain an engine
for economic growth, led by trade with the EU, which accounts
for 70% of Romanian trade. Romania’s key export commodities
include machinery and equipment, manufactured goods, metals
and metal products, chemicals, minerals and fuels, raw materials,
agricultural products, and foodstuffs.
Romania currently has bilateral investment agreements with
96 countries which include the United Kingdom, United States
America and China. The end of 2014 saw a return of economic
conﬁdence as reﬂected in a rise of foreign investment reaching
EUR 3 billion in 2015. Romania continues to receive FDI grants from
the European Commission – Romania at present has 28 large-scale
projects currently under way in construction, transport, and energy
related sectors. The largest of these is the Pan European Corridor
Modernisation Project, which has seen investment of around EUR
3.6 billion committed to the Romanian rail sector24.
The distribution of FDI was channelled primarily to industry
(32%); the main investors in Romania are France, Austria, the
Netherlands, and Germany and the Czech Republic. Apart from
industry, other activities which attracted signiﬁcant FDI were
ﬁnancial intermediation and insurance (13%), trade (12%),
construction and real estate transactions (10%), information
technology and communications (6%)25.
Looking ahead, Romania’s economic recovery remains highly
vulnerable to geopolitical decisions and external shocks, low ﬁscal
deﬁcit and public debt and are the economy’s top vulnerabilities.
The most likely scenario is that Romania will remain strong, driven
mainly by robust private consumption and ﬁxed investment.
Romanian manufacturing industry will remain a signiﬁcant
source of FDI; multi-national ﬁrms will continue to be attracted
by Romania’s low wages and ﬂexible employment legislation
compared to other regions.
Economic performance has been uneven from country to
country, and so in the short-term FDI into non-eurozone countries
is likely to continue at a level commensurate with each country’s
ability to increase productivity and produce investment yield
comparable to its growth in GDP and those of other countries
within the eurozone. In the longer-term, ﬁscal decisions on
investment in non-eurozone countries is to some extent, based
on the EU’s ability to develop and implement collective and
cooperative plans for the single market. In addition, there is the
issue of differentials in non-performing loans, ﬁscal debt and the
lack of an incomplete capital market integration to deal with.
Reference list available. Email editorial@msjournal.org.uk
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Questioning
management and
encouraging challenge
Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas.

I

n more stable times, management has been associated with
the achievement of certain objectives by means of planning,
organising, motivating, monitoring and controlling the efforts
and contributions of those for whom one is responsible within
the framework of a centrally determined vision and mission, and
agreed goals, objectives and policies. Senior, middle and junior
managers have been charged with the implementation of the
strategic direction and priorities established by a board or other
policy makers and reporting on progress made in the delivery of
the objectives allocated to their particular units or teams, against
plan or deﬁned requirements.
This command and control model of management has long
been challenged. Drucker (1985) championed the importance
of innovation and managers have been given varying amounts
of discretion in terms of how best to achieve certain outcomes.
Layers of management and intermediary roles have been
reduced in the search for greater ﬂexibility and responsiveness.
With digital developments and new business models, directors
and entrepreneurs have increasingly looked for ways of
communicating directly with frontline staff, customers and
prospects.

Questioning the role of managers
As possibilities and options multiply, markets fragment and the
life-cycles of technology, windows of opportunity and even
business models shorten stability, continuity and assumptions of
steady growth are becoming distant memories for many people
and organisations. Loyalty and continuing relevance cannot be
assumed. As planning, improvement and linear development
is replaced by organic adaptation, intelligent steering and
reinvention, does the role of management need to change?
Rather than assume the validity of corporate visions, missions,
objectives and policies, and pass on messages from above, should
more managers question them and invite challenge from their
teams? Should they become more concerned with feedback,
managing upwards, and encouraging and contributing to
debates? Should management services be more about creating
and determining future aspirations, requirements and responses
as well as the efﬁciency of existing activities?
In uncertain business and market environments, and in relation

to the companies they are responsible for, what is most likely
to cause board chairmen and corporate chief executive ofﬁcers
(CEOs) sleepless nights? For some it could be a particular factor,
such as a legal case, a new product failure, an unexpected
competitor move or the arrival of a new market entrant with
a very different business model. For others it might be a more
general sense of unease and insecurity as to whether they and
colleagues may be mistaken and are victims of groupthink. Are
they taking a company in the wrong direction? Have the right
calls been made? Have vital considerations been overlooked?
Is bad news hidden? Were contrary voices silenced, ignored or
discouraged?
Many boards appear reluctant to be open and transparent,
especially in respect of organisational failings. Cynicism and
distrust is the result. Some people conceal problems and
reservations. Candour in relation to failures enables issues to
be brought into the open and addressed so that improvements
can occur. Conﬁdent leaders encourage whistleblowing and
independent channels. They ensure mechanisms are in place
to protect those who use them. People are encouraged to
learn from their mistakes, be ﬂexible in their reactions and
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relevant and important. Complexity can be a consequence of
confusion and a lack of understanding. Hence the value of
challenge in the boardroom and scepticism. Auditors, lawyers and
regulators may need to be sceptical when assessing evidence and/
or in receipt of claims.
Experts should provide disinterested counsel and service to
others, but directors, senior managers and professionals have
been dogged by allegations of greed, high levels of executive
pay, excessive loss of ofﬁce compensation and exorbitant fees.
Key tests are whether when the going gets tough people avoid
conﬂicts of interest and focus upon the concerns of employers,
clients and other stakeholders and social obligations, rather than
their own interests.

Identifying relevant inputs
Despite its high cost, the relevance and value of much of the input
business leaders receive, is less than ideal. When new issues arise
at boundaries of what is known, and time is short, experts who
can give advice may be in short supply. Judging the value of those
identiﬁed may not be easy. Issues may be new to both directors
and those who advise them. Many directors do not effectively
challenge the advice they do receive. Some may not want to
appear foolish or ignorant. Others assume that homework will
have been done on proposals brought to the board. They may
nod business through, although relevant interests might not have
been consulted.
When confronted with a novel or uncertain situation, the
limitations of a board and its advisers may suddenly become
apparent. Views expressed may derive from a past world and be
tangential to contemporary reality or irrelevant. One may become
aware of biases, vested interests and prejudices and question the
value being added. When a board's contribution is most required
and it needs refreshing, a chairman may regret giving a low
priority to board evaluation and reviewing its membership. One
may see too late what some investors might already be aware of,
namely that a board has become deﬁcient and a self-perpetuating
oligarchy.

Corrosive implications of unfettered power
imaginative in overcoming obstacles and barriers. When
required, they take steps to recover trust.

Securing balanced advice
Should business leaders be concerned about expert advice they
receive from professionals employed by their organisations and
consultants they hire? Ideally, they should listen to sage counsel
based upon objective and rigorous analysis. Independent directors
should provide challenge and ensure relevant factors are taken
into account. Are inputs received from too narrow a range of
sources? Are reports honest and correct? Have customers and
business partners been consulted? Conﬁdants with relevant
experience and expertise, who respect conﬁdentiality and
can provide a second opinion, or act as a sounding board, can
sometimes be invaluable.
One needs to ensure that consultants and advisers are not
parasitic. Some people play up the complexity of matters and
situations for a variety of motives, including to justify their
specialist roles and encourage dependency upon them. At the
same time, over simpliﬁcation can result in certain considerations
being overlooked, so summaries should encompass what is

We sometimes celebrate strong characters who get things done,
but should the more powerful business leaders be the most
concerned? Do people tell chairmen and CEOs what they think
they would like to hear? Do colleagues agree just to keep in with
them? Do some leaders surround themselves with a clique of
people they are comfortable with, do not see as rivals and who
think like themselves on most issues? In getting to the top, have
they eliminated, sidelined or neutralised those with opposing
views? Are they simply imposing their views upon a compliant
community of people who are reluctant to rock the boat and
afraid to challenge them?
Do all directors exercise independent judgement, or do certain
members of a board, a chairman, CEO or other party exercise
undue inﬂuence over some of them? In difﬁcult and crisis
situations, some people's pliability, lack of moral ﬁbre and other
limitations can be cruelly exposed. Others respond and come to
the fore. Are there different faces to whom one might be able to
turn?
A realisation that independence and objectivity is compromised,
missing or has been lost may come too late. Those who favoured
a different strategy, or who argued unsuccessfully for an
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alternative approach, may have moved elsewhere to implement
their ideas. People who are blocked, ignored and/or passed over
for promotion may ﬂourish when constraints are removed and/or
they are given a place in the sun.

Groupthink
A concentration of power and/or lack of diversity, can result in
complacency and lead to people becoming victims of groupthink
(Janis, 1972). Sufﬁcient challenge needs to be provided to ensure
that all relevant factors are examined, viable options are explored
and better opportunities are not overlooked. What is missing
could be the question, rather than what is in place and seen.
Where are the controls on the accumulation of excessive power
in too few hands? Are there checks and balances to ensure such
power is not misused? Is there proper, balanced and objective
debate, involving challenge and a diversity of viewpoints, before
power is exercised and important decisions are taken?
Directors can be exposed and vulnerable when independence,
objectivity and challenge is lacking. They should be alert to the
risk of groupthink and the reluctance of some people to express
their views, especially when they are in a minority and those
they consider more important in a hierarchy think differently. If
self-aware and alert, they should also be sensitive to the impact
of their own conduct, shared assumptions and corporate practices
upon others.
One can assess whether directors might be increasing the risk
of groupthink. Do they keep using organisation charts that show
themselves at the top of a pyramid, issuing commands and in
control, or do they portray their company as a network of roles
and responsibilities? Do they encourage each person within it to
be professional, exercise independent judgement and provide
objective advice in the best longer-term interests of a company?
Do they stress compliance or invite contribution? Do they listen,
provide support and build other people?

Ensuring diversity
Surrounding oneself with compatible people who have similar
backgrounds, perspectives, views and thought processes can make
it easier to achieve consensus and unity, but it may also limit
challenge, and result in complacency and groupthink. Recruiting
to a common brief that is too tight and from a particular pool
of people can result in a community of undifferentiated clones.
Should one be surprised if using the same recruitment and
selection criteria, practices and consultants produces a succession
of similar if not identikit results?
When was the last time a nomination committee reviewed its
membership and practices, or corporate recruitment and talent
management policies were examined? Are directors and others
recruiting people in their own images and/or those they feel will
‘ﬁt in’ and comply? Expensive corporate programmes to create
a particular common corporate culture should be challenged.
Were they to impact upon attitudes, approaches and behaviours
and homogenise them, might this reduce the diversity that
is conducive of creativity and innovation? Historically, many
breakthroughs and revolutions in thought have been caused by
outsiders, people who were ‘different’ (Kuhn, 1962).
Some people are insecure. They dislike personal confrontation.
Others may be convinced that their approach or business model
is correct, or distrustful of the individual exercise of personal
judgement. They may be attracted to rules, robots, automated

systems, artiﬁcial intelligence applications, and the mandating
of preferred responses and actions. However, these may or may
not be appropriate in uncertain situations, new circumstances or
when expectations and priorities change. What about updating
and learning, errors, exceptions and special cases? One may need
to question limits, relevance, balance and boundaries. Unfamiliar
or unprecedented issues can arise. Their discussion and resolution
may require fresh thinking and a variety of contributions and
views.

Encouraging challenge and internal competition
Some companies put so much stress upon establishing common
values, a shared culture, team work and collaboration, that many
people feel obliged to ‘ﬁt in’, ‘go with the crowd’ or ‘bend with
the wind’. They may be reluctant to stand out or ‘rock the boat’.
Effective teamwork does not mean everyone has to agree with
each other. Better outcomes that ‘push the boundaries’ might
be achieved if people engaged in debate, challenged each other
and ‘fought their corners’. Where there is dull uniformity and
complacency, argument and competition may be preferable to
lazy agreement and cooperation that is based upon unnecessary
compromise and a lowering of ambitions.
In many companies, proposals and bids are subjected to red
team reviews, but what about other areas? Who plays the role
of competitors or other stakeholders, looking at the world from
their perspective and thinking about how they might react? Who
challenges suggestions from an employee, investor or customer
viewpoint? Should projects and proposals compete for resources
rather than be handled in isolation and in sequence? Might this
allow them to be better contrasted, compared and challenged?
Should contending solutions also be encouraged to compete
internally, or to obtain customer endorsements and support
before one or more of them are accepted?
Should new product teams and those suggesting policies
be required to pitch their ideas to a wider range of internal
and external parties and interests? Would this achieve better
outcomes than leaving it to a board to decide, when those
who have the ear of a particular director may have an unfair
advantage? It may be possible to bring elements of democracy
into corporate affairs, but the electorate might need to vary
according to the issue and vested interests may have to be
addressed.
On occasion, some directors may want to ‘get on with it’
and ‘make things happen’, particularly when they feel under
time pressure. They may bemoan the delay and uncertainty
that putting an item onto a board agenda and the subsequent
discussion can cause. However, it is sometimes better for issues
to be addressed up front, rather than be allowed to arise later
and disrupt implementation. Where a proposed course of action
is ﬂawed, early critique and discussion can avoid a waste of
resources. When brought into the open, opposition and concerns
can be addressed rather than allowed to fester. This can speed up
the eventual delivery of sought after results.

Rules, principles and priorities
In relation to corporate governance, do we put too much stress
upon the details of codes and listing requirements and pay
insufﬁcient attention to basic principles, such as the avoidance
of a concentration of power and the importance of checks and
balances? An excessive emphasis upon board structures should
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be avoided. One needs to consider who populates them, and
whether the membership of boards and committees is composed
of a diversity of people who are open minded, tolerant of
differences and expressing a range of views. Is a board or
committee controlled by particular individuals or a small group
of fellow travellers? Do they have untrammelled power? Who
challenges them? Are they able to do largely as they please?
What should directors, and especially independent nonexecutive directors who are concerned about a concentration of
power and lack of diversity, look out for? Should their enquiries
extend beyond the board? Should they probe to determine if
checks and balances exist within the executive team? Indicators
of a lack of challenge may become apparent. Are particular
groups, interests or views over-represented? What steps are taken
to ensure that appointments are based on merit rather than
favouritism? Are positions advertised and do impartial advisers sit
in on selection decisions?
Honesty and integrity are qualities that appear much sought
after when board chairs are asked what they look for in new
board members. Honesty, independence and a willingness to
probe, question and reﬂect, is particularly important when
distinguishing between fads and fundamentals, surface and
substance, and reality and illusion, and when striking the right
balance between action and reaction, complexity and simplicity,
activity and reﬂection and change and continuity (CoulsonThomas, 2001). Internal and external auditors need similar
qualities. Are they truly independent? Can they express their
views to independent audit committee members and chairs
without executives being present?
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encourage creativity and innovation, and enable a company to
be adaptable, ﬂexible and intelligent?
Annual accounts and reports may be subject to external
audit, but do the narratives reﬂect what particular individuals
want others to read, rather than a broader consensus on
risks and prospects? How objective is their perspective on the
reasons for success and who and/or what is responsible for any
disappointment and failure? As the remit of narratives widens,
transparency and balanced, fair and honest reporting becomes
more important. Some organisations are black boxes. It is only
when they are investigated or memoirs are written that one may
get a sense of how they operate, where power lies, how decisions
are taken and whether there is idle complacency or active
challenge.
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Inﬂuence of shareholders
How many institutional and other investors and owners of
family companies consider the internal workings of companies
within their portfolios? Are they even aware of the realities of
boardroom dynamics and whether one or two people or a small
group call the shots? Other than when adverse consequences start
to emerge, would they know that a CEO is acting like a dictator?
Some shareholders just focus on ‘outputs’, visible aspects of
corporate performance. They stay clear of internal matters and
do not probe what they feel are operational concerns, but a lack
of internal checks and balances in how a company operates is a
governance issue. Questions can be asked at an annual general
meeting. What does a board do to ensure a healthy diversity
of experience, skills, perspectives and viewpoints, and the
discussion and debate that can improve decisions and outcomes,
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